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In the history of the world, not even In
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 11. The state Óscar I. Straus of ihe department of barn,
purpose
making our revolution
policemen appeared on the scene and ture dropped to normal.
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to
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to
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rebellion. They postpone Indefinitely any
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,
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that
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The restralnine order Is' considerable informcflon bearing on
old confederation must be replaced Junction.
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occupying
pickets
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where
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lic at the close of the revolution by nies which had bocomé independent sion promulgating
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that they were Informed that the
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sagacity and statesmanship
of the states, and the character of that union schedule. General Aldrlch, attorney
wrecking crew was going to attack
Argument was also to have come
BEFORE
highest order, the region bdunded by was already taking aim in their minds. for the commission, today asked the
up In the case of the territory against
them at about the time the car apthe Ohio, the lakes and the Missis- It would be a government endowed governor to call a special session of
proached.
the Democrat Publishing company. In
sippi lav a wilderness awaiting a des- with certuln power of the states dele- the legislature to provide a new rate
The facts, ns developed hy a searchwhich J. V. Rnynolds, lato secretary
tiny which Washington and Jay alone gated to it by them to, be used for 'schedule In ense the nresent one Is
ing Investigation made by President
of the territory, charges criminal li
foresaw. The then three greatest na- their common protection and welfare. tied up indefinitely by the courts.
Mulal-lManager
bel, but the matter was not reached.
Calhoun and. General
BOARD
tions of the earth had partly explored But, bv reason of its origin and nature
place the affair In an entirely difAttorney A. R. McMlllen of AlbuquerIt and had battled and treated about It could
no existence apart from PENNSYLVANIA FEARS'
HAVE
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que
a color with
light
of
are
represented the Democrat Pubferent
and
It, but only as an incident to things the states which composed it, and no
lishing company, and District Attorthe frequent outbreaks of lawlessness
COMING
FAMINE
COAL
IS
thev all thought more important.
functions except those devolved on it
ney Gortner of Santa Fe county will
and acts of outrage openly perpetrat"The few settlements made here and by them. The principle of local
ed by union men and their sympathizsubmit briefs on this demurrer.
LisEqualization
Commission
there along Its chief waters were
Imwas too
or home
ers since the commencement of the
The jury In the case of the United
merely posts for trnfTIc with the In- portant and too deepruleseated In the
Philadelphia, Sept. 11. Anthracite
States vs. Lucero, in which defendabout four months ago.
dians. It was too distant for thought hearts of the people of all the states and bituminous coal operators say that Labor Unions and Fruit Grow- strike,
Public
tens
of
to
Protests
upon
hU
ant Is charged with filing a false pen
General Manager Mulally,
of general ocounation by civilezed to be yielded or even qualified further the coal situation is growing serious
sion aftldavit, went to the jury at an
from the Mission district at
men. King George had forbidden all than was necessary to create a" last- throughout the state. It is freejy pre
ers Association at Grand return
Against
Service
Corporations
noon, made this statement, in support
early
hour this afternoon and the Jury
attempts to settle It and, revoking all ing federal union.
dieted thnt before
there
was still out at !l o clock. It Is beof which he declares there Is abuncities,
rights of the colonies under their
many
a
will
be
in
fuel
famine
"And what use could the federal
Junction Clash Over Western dant evidence. He claims that ihe
lieved that the Jury will dMagree.
Assessment Increases,
charters, had made it part of Canada. government have for a region great The supply of labor has already be
union men were responsible for the
"After receiving control of It con- enough for an empire in Itself? None, come a serious problem In the unthra
Union Operator,
whole affair.
gress first, by the great ordinance except to open It for settlement. And cite region. The labor supply has now
Spatial I)l!aloll to Ilia Morning Journal.
Mr. M'ulally, when asked if the comwhich was the forerunner of the con- what relation were the settlers to have been below normal for many weeks,
pany proposed to bring the facts f
BANDIT ROBS
Santa Fe, N. M Sept. 11. Today
stitution, devoted this entire region, with the states or the new republic? Both the anthracite and bituminous
f
Grand Junction. Col., Sept. 11. The last night's rioting to the attention
was
whoever might become Its Inhabitants, Some of the states could not extend operators claim to be selling coal from members
terriday
corporation
before
the
It
if
he
said
doubted
Mayor
Taylor,
of the labor organizations of
to liberty. Justice and equal rights for-- , their boundaries, and jealousies would stored stocks and supply the demand. this city tonight
held a mass meeting1 would be worth while. He declare 1 torial board of equalization, which Is
ever, and then, having nothing else to be aroused If those which could
passed
and
resolutions demanding that the attitude of the newly appoint- In session here considering protests
give, granted rights in It to the sol- should do so. More than a century
n
ed mayor thus far, especially as emtelethat W. I. McCall, a
assessment Increases. Reprediers of the revolution and others who, was to pass before anybody would suggraph operator, who was sent here phasized by his action In the appoint- against
Impoverished by the war, had to I
gest that the general government has
of Michael Casey, the leader In sentatives of the Albuquerque Water
ment
to
when
Union
work
Western
for
the
llfp anew.
Supply company and of the Santa Fe
Some of these sid Imperial powers and may acquire and
the strike of the commercial telegra- the cruel and bloody teamsters' strike Water and Light company
were before
their rights, hut others risked '"ie hold territory for Its own aggrandizedeclared,
phers
be removed. The of two years ago, to the presidency of the commission during
was
the day.
hardships and nerlls which beset "ie ment without regard to present or
of public works, has not
board
the
McCall
demand
also
resolutions
that
long "journey and awaited them at he prospective admission as new states.
The board announced no decision In Presents Letter to Cashier Debeen such as the public was led to exget out of town at once.
case or In the case of the Santa Fe
this
end of It.
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"Home rule means a government
for.
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Subsequently the Fruit Growers'
Water nnd Light company, the as"The French had gone around by created and carried on at. home by
manding $3,000;
Menaced
meeting and resolved
a
sociation
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sessment
of which company was raised
the lakes and the Spanish up the Mis- home agencies which are thus never
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ascounty
by
.24,000
Fo
Santa
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sissippi, so that not a settlement hail out of touch with the people. As Virby Gun Cashier Yields,
main at work, in order that the quolhevmade in the easterly part of this ginia soon after consented to separate
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on fruit be received.
!n seshe
probably
board
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The
territory.
But the Americans, fol- statehood for Kentucky, because the Czar and Empress Stranded tations
Superintendent Leonard of the Wession until Friday, as there are still
lowing the routes of the great conti- government beyond the mountains at
rlattsmouth, Neb., Rept. 11. The
tern Union Telegraph company sent
nental pathfinders, the buffalo, reach- Richmond was not home rule for
11. The several appeals of Importance to con- hank In the vlllago of Manley, sixteen
Capo Race, N. F., Sept.
word from Denver tonight that unless
Rocky
on
of
Finland
Coast
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ed that part first, and everybody who
though they had a voice In
Lusltanlft,
whose
miles
from here, wa held up nhortly
McCall Is given proper protection, ho Cunard steamer
ever ni w Ohio knows why they went It. so she did not seek to Impose govbefore noon today by a lone robber.
will be recalled and the telegraph of- maiden voyage across the Atlantic Is
In
No
Danger,
Vessel
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no '"rther.
ernment from adlstanee on the people
expected to eclipse all records, came Gni!SIT.LI) THINKS TtATSFS
The bandit made his escape with be
fice here will be closed Indefinitely.
"There flowed the benutl'ul
WILL UK SI 'STAIN ED tween 12.000 and $3,000. Tonight he
river beyond the Ohio, but secured for them
element, wMeh Is strong In touch with the American contiThe
labor
Report,
through the vallev where the forces the same right her own people en- Assessor S. Grunsfeld
returned to Is neported surrounded by a posse In
In this city, Inslstd that McCall must nent through the wireless telegraph
ft nature had for ages collected all Joyed.
early today. At 6:20 this morning a Albuquerque yesterday morning from corn field near the town of M unlock.
leave the city sooner or later.
the elements of fertility, with the Musmessago was received
from the
"That there might be no question
The robber entered the bank whllo
before
Fe, where he appeared
Rango, Finland, Sept. 11. The Ruskingum, the Hocking, the Scioto and about the political future of the counsteamer Raying that the vessel was Santa
cashier was alone during the noon
board of equalization In support of the
the Mlamls flowing In from the north, try she gave up, Virginia' made and sian Imperial yacht Standart, with
of Cape Race, the
225 miles southeast
hour,
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the several contested assessment In- to
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steamer
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T'hero was lake F.rle smiling at the express condition that "the territory Alexandria on board, is fast on the
is about 1,125 miles from Sandy believes that the board will sustain ier's window and handed thnt official
p so
Cuyahoga, the Sandusky and the
Hook, so that If she can maintain her the Increases made. The nine con a letter, which he asked him to read.
ceded shall be laid out and formed rocks off Harseva, a point on the
as they came to It from the south. Into states, not less thun three nor coast several miles west of this place.
rate of 25 knots an hour with which tests before the board from this coun- This letter contained a demand for
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yacht
In
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The
dnnapparently
And between the heads of these rivers more thun five, to he distinct repub3,000. When tho enshier looked up
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Water
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lor handed out what currency waa In
hours better than the record between dro Sandoval, Alejandro Sandoval.
"This was no doubt the precedent has since remained fast. The steam
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Queenstown and New York of five
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Marconi Wireless Station, Sable Isl- at a meeting ofreply
reports
Includes
This
hiding In the Held. If this supposition
tinction. They did not come to
Westphalia. Prussia. Sept. and, Sept. 11. When this station today. President
Alaska alone do not yet enjoy the
IMrahnn s subordl Is correct, the man has but slight
ST. PAUL PROSPEROUS 11.Hoexter,
on others religious creed or civil rights of statehood, unless Oklahoma
the Cu- from
The German army maneuvers came Into communication with
meeting
Following
Secre
the
nates.
nnthorlty. They merelv sought homes is to be stopped at the door.
were completed today with the com- narder Lusltanla at 11:20 p. m. eastern tary Hackstaff declined to say wheth- chance of getting away.
they could call their own, where the
"Metre than a century of experience
plete defeat of the "blue" army, whose time, the steamer was one hundred
Kept.
Chicago,
11.
The annual re forces were turned out of their trench- and lifty miles east of the station. All er anv action had beenby taken on the
RoAÍAGÍT
soli would reward
their husbandry under this dual form of government
Mr. Fish at MAKES
resolution Introduced
port
Chlcngo,
of
the
Milwaukee
and es and pursued with great Imaginary were well on board nnd the giant
and their children enjoy the broader has proved its fitness and sufficiency
In which the reslg
meeting,
previous
a
high
speed
St.
on'
railroad,
rushing
was
Issued
Paul
RULES STRICTER
was
at
which
possibilities of á new country.
for the needs of our people. In each
lossesi.
nation of President Haiahan as re- "Somp of them came from New state they have built up and curry on ; today, shows gros earnings of 160,- At the conclusion of the maneuvers her record breaking voyage to New nuoHted.
Rngland to take up lands reserved In for themselves
Institutions under 54s, 800; operating expenses and taxet Emperor William assembled the of- York.
Weddings
In Protestant
Catholic
the crants to congress; some from the which protection. Justice, education $41,888. 5(10; leaving a net earning of ficers of high rank about him and deH0CHI REFUSES TO GROW
Pinker Would Pol Tlii-n- i In Jail.
After' payment of Inter livered a long oration on army tactics
middle states, where the war had and public conveniences are provided $18,862,100.
liiiirtiie Declared Invalid by Komi.
A
11.
statement
Sept.
New York,
wrought the severest domestic Injur- and civil rights defined and secured. est on bonds the revenue for the year and kindred hu Meets.
ANGRY WITH CANADIANS
attributed to Judge Alton It. Parker,
ies' but from nowhere came more or Those who they entrust with the mak- showed a net balance of $12,9 19,1100
London. Sept. 11. The controversy
7
year
per
During
cent
the
late democratic candidate for presidividends
better settlers than from Virginia. This ing and enforcement
of laws are
over marriage laws which wat started
dent. Is published In the World today
The pioneers chosen by themselves from their own were paid on both common and pre
vs natur"1 and fit. three
Tokio, got.t. 11. The llochl, which by the passage of the deceased wife's
regarding the recent newspaper expo
hundred number and act under their own hand ferred stock.
Cultivate Selt-lntere- st
whose setlement here
sures of the campaign runn at tne nisi was the most outspoken paper In re- - sister act has received sensational im
years ago e now celebrate, and their and eye. And thef have at the same
In
gard to the recent Japanese difficul- petus through an announcement from
jun'ceHDorft. had better founded charted time a voice In the conduct of the COURIER-JOURNA- L
national election. Judge Parker
AGAIN
effect says that no fair minded and ties In San Francisco, In an editorial Rome Imposing more severe marriage
rights to the western country than any general government of the foreign and
A Little More
Intelligent man can doubt tne accur- this evening says: "tho trouble In laws upon Catholic). It Is published
MENACED BY FLAMES
of the other colonies. Then Virginia general affairs committed to It.
acy of his charge near the close of his Vancouver appears to be over and officially In tho Tablet.
troops under General Clarke had
"The people of Ohio cherish still as
was conllned to that one lily. Japan
Hitherto when a Catholic Was marcampaign In 104.
A llttl
hurmkM wlflxhnfM In ll that
taken It from the Hrltlsh during the they always have done the 'rights of
n the itrulKht
"U
He advocates imprisonment as a can snfely leave her Interests In the ried In a Protestant church, the Vatiwill k .!
revolution and It had been formally sovereignty, freedom and Independ- IjOiiIhyIIIo NowWht Visited by Fire
In
hands of Premier Laurler, who hat can held that the marriage was sincorporation
prcnperlly.
t'ulllvaie n
punishment for
for Second llinc In I wo Weeks.
attached to the O'd Dominion as the ence,' as well as the membership In
anil ualnx Iho
own litlftfili liy reailln
gilts and says that congreas alwaya been most friendly. There Is ful and sacrilegious, but It recognized
county of Illinois. These facts had the union, thus secured to them. They
Ilium
rmulaiiyniMklii
cliiMlfli-r- t
ada
should have performed the service the no reason why the people should bo It as valid nml binding and acknowlenabled Jay, Franklin and Adams as might have gained these otherwise,
rv you, mklnu lhm Into dally
edged that the parlies were truly man
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 11. Fire broke
newspaper! are now attempting to uneasy over the outcome."
our pence commissioners to make and but are none the less grateful for the
n
nf rtT.irt. on lh ilay thai
Is considered the mint nnd wife. The new decree says: "Afllochl
in the office of the Louisville
The
lender.
ynu
cla'm to It.
maintain
precaution taken by Virginia which out
hiiI.
llilnic
tha
una
thn
aitvarllara
in
Courier-Journaccurate representativo of popular ter Faster next, such marriage,
this afternoon.
The
"And It was Virginia which closed assured them. And they have Justiwrlia an ail yuiflf. akln f ir II.
Protestant churches, or In registry '
sentiment In Japan.
printing plant of the paper was conAnother Cruel War Ih Over.
llva
wlih Ihona want ailii.
the long and often bitter disputes fied her by the use they have made of siderably
decs, will be, for Catholics, not only
damaged before the flames
Chicago, Ills.. Sept. 11. A treaty
The publication of extended
them tankn Hi rtii rrramU. qini.
niuung the slates o"er their claims ,(o these rights.
declared between
of the trouble ut Vancouver. B. sinful. but Invalid, and pcta.nis conof peace has be,vh
s
Martina thna niililli'My lnlVThey realize that for n people who were extinguished. This building was
these lands. , Sho authorized her
iron"
ihxm at
thn want ailn- -" and k
the Chicago board of trade and tbe,C., has not developed any further tracting thoin will have
In congress to convey all her have set out to govern themselves to severely damaged by lire two weeks
work for you. It' a harmlr
allied elevator Inlererls, ending Ihe ( litliistn by the prosa.1 The public through an emptv crroinonv and in'
rights to the United Slates. Thomas look to some one else,, no mutter who, ago, when Ihe editorial and business
ns
ha nrrcpt the outbreak
war, which, for several inoiuh
the action of no more man and wife after than im- departments
suffered the greatest
JeftVrsliin carried this authority to the
damage, the mechanical department
bo'n P disturbing element In the grain Irresponsible, who must be. banished. fore."
delegation and was one of the signers ""Continued oil P" ge 3, Col. 1.)
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una

at twenty

mile around Santa TtOf
an effort to locate the meteor.

RUSSELL-HATGHE-

RAILROAD MAN HELD

R

lHXTOIt Bl'KK OF ÍÍ.M.I.ri
The Morning Journal last night re-

ONE

El

The special committee from the
fair association in charge of the annual baby show, to take place on Tuesday of fair week, yesterday completed Its list of premiums and announced
the full Hat and conditions of the annual contest.
The prizes this year
are handsome and the conditions are
so arranged as to admit babies from
all parts of New Mexico who ore under two years of age. Kntrles will
be received at the Morning Journal
office frc Jl9 a. m. to f. p. m. daily

H.

lil'llK.

THAT

BARTON

ALL

TEXAIIS

ATTEND

1.

Follow!.
,ls the official announce
merit of thevbaby show by the man

New Vice President of Irriga-- .

ngers:

New

Twenty-nev- e

fair. A
Preside!

toilal
J9ft7.

retary. Hoy

St
Dr. R

M.mdell,
Ke";-- .

Iluhr Show.

ilMt.

Mexico

tion Congress

terrl-

inuerque. October S
J. A. Weinman: went; committee, Mike
H. Uriggs, Marcus 1

No babies eligible over two vears
old, October 8, 1f)v.

Prizes.
Nicest baby, six months or .under
First prize, loving cup, donated by the
Denver Pot: second prize, one pail
finest baby shoes, donated by Ideal
fhoo store.
babv under one year and
Nicest
rst
prize, one
over six months
gold medallion, donated by H. Yannw:
.en photos, do
second prize, o"e
nated by Showell & Kemmerer.
Twins, six months to two years
First prize, one full set, comprising
knife, fork, spoon, cup and napkin
4lng. donated bv Arthur Everitt.
Nicest baby over one year and un
cler two years old First prize, rattan
high chair, donated by F. H. Strong
ttecnnd prize, baby ring set, with ill.i
nuinrb. donated by I,. 3. Rosen lie! il.
Nicest baby girl from one to two
years Firit prize, one dozen
donated by Showell & Kemmerer; second prize, one baby's coat
donated bv the (otilen Itu lo Dry
Goods company,
III be awarded
The above ;rizes
In accordance with the following scab
Conformity of features
f pointo:
disposition. 15; prettbst
35 nolnis:
eyes, S'l: nicest hands and arms,
nicest feet and legs. 10.
old--Fi-

photo-f-iaplis-

SjMS'lal

lih the

Bubv

Prize.
best
dlsnoiilon

First nrlze, one Une biiliy dress, do
r.:''P.t by S. 1.'. Rosen wa Id.
nn
hand
Panv with the nlci-s- i
extra Jar of HoMlck's Mailed milk, rio- Iinfd bv ,t. H. CVliellly & Co.
Bnby with the bet conformity o
donated by Al
features fine
go-ca-

r Fai'cr.
liaby with the nicest nrms Hiiliy
set, donated bv Williams Drug com
pany.
Fattest baby, one to l wo years old
One Indian bracelet, donated by the
Renham Indian Trailing company.
Baby with the nicest month Hnhy
run, donated by S. Vann & Co.
Baby with the prettiest eesKlve
dollars In the savings bank, doniti-by the Mornlii? Journal.
Kntrles close October I. Ift07.
Prizes on Inhibition.
The prizes will bo on exhibition al
the following places:
The Ideal .Shoe Store enmpunv, .'
Co.. I..
I'. Rosewald. J. H. O'Reilly
b
Rule Dry G
company. Albert Faber. F. H. Strong.
"!.

RoienMeld. Golden

Williams Drug company. Renham Indian Trading company, Denver Post
Kemmerer, II. Yanow. S.
Siiowell
Co., Arthur Kveritt, the Morn- Vaim
inv Journit'.
Exhibition at Casino hall, f.ilt
grounds, Tuesdav afternon October 8.
1907. a - o'clock.
The three Judges will be selected
fr.'-o'.it of the city.
New
Attend the twenty-sevent- h
Mexico territorial fair, Albuiiuei que,
October 7 to 1J. 1907, If you want to
have the biggest, best, brightest, buM-i-ami hlz.irre time of your life.
rt

WHERE DIO

iiie

i

SAHTA ROSA
;

t

I

ETEOR

I

LIFE-SIZ- E

of the El Paso and Southwestern
road. The prisoner Is charged with
old babe
the murder of the
of a young woman, said to be highly
connected in Fort Worth.
McDuffis Is held In the county jail
here without the privilege of bail.
The prisoner, before becoming con
nected with the Southwestern road in
this city, formerly lived in Fort
Worth. The mother of the child Is
said to be the divorced wife of a well
known newspaper man in that place.
The body of the baby, which It is al
leged was murdered by McDutrls, nas
not been found, though a vigorous
search for the little corpse has been
prosecuted by the police and the
county authorities.

er

lolluws

:

Southern Minstrels.
Merry-Uo-Round- s.

Kruption of Vesuvius.
Palace of Illusions.
Katzen.inmmer Castle.
Olass Blowers.
Cave of the Winds.
Klectriet Theater.
Snake Kater.
Temple of Music.
Ferris Wheel.
In addition, four big free attractions
are given each day, as follows:
Reckless KuhscII, in his during high
dive into a tank, as seen in Albuquerque last September.
The high dive into a net.
The revolving ladder.
And a slack and tight wire artist.
The company also carries a band.

two-hou-

.

FOR YOU,

EARTHQUAKE

Is the great meteor which swept
over Sonta Rosa, N. M Monday oft
rnoon, the same which was seen from
A lbuo,ueriU
at about the same time?
Did the meteor cause the shot k to
Han La Kova when It struck the earth,
and If no, where did It strike?
These are uuestlons which are likeA dispatch
ly to Interest scientists.
from Santa Rosa, tinder date of Tuesday, the 10th. tells the story of the
meteor as seen from there, and of

--

the following shock

which nuked
building like an earthquake.
This meteor fell at about the same
tlm the one was observed from AIts direction was the
lbuquerque.
same and there la little doubt that
the Mme meteor was seen from here
us created the disturbance In the
eastern town. The Ssnta Rosa dispatch saya that the shock which followed the pasme of the meteor
mied buildings to rock and was
plainly felt by engineers on loeomo-livThe appearance of the meteor
wa followed by two terrific explosions,
which were plainly heard by a great
many people. Persons who saw the
jneteor any It passed like a streak of
white light, followed by a thin white
arnoke. then two terrific claps of thun-0,r- ,
although the sky elsnhere was
clear. A careful tearrh Is
feci
Let
made of the country In a radius
--

e.

Mat-too-

CI'

grapes; 10 pound basket,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Kits of genuine

--

rrtilkers,

each

--

Meadow Gold Butter
market;

The best on the
Per pound

BALDRIDGES YARD IS THE PLACE

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Larg-- stock of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

J.

30c
Potatoes

Sweet

.

SOUTH OF VIADUCT.

the market, 4

in

The
Mall

Jaffa Grocery

BANK OF

Co.

Good Things to Eat."
Orders rilled Rnmo Paj
us

lU'itivcd.

Wholesale and Retail
HlKill AMI HALT MEATS
8hhhk6 a Kpolaltr
For Cattle antl Hogs the Blggegt Mar- kPt Prti'i

U

O. BALDRIDGE.

lirK

A. VL BLACK WELL.

O.

PATTERSON

311-31-

3

West Silver Avenue.

TM

Telephone 57.

Quier &

and BUILDER

Albuquerque, New Mexloo

L.B. PUTNEY

SEE

Established 1871

Jeckell,

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons.

For Painting and Paper Hanging.
s
work guaranteed
Phone 717.
508 N. Fourth St.
First-clas-

Albnqnerqnn

New

OK

;

.

USSfcSf

I

AT Al.IiUqilEUQlJE, IN TUB TKIIRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, AT
THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS AUGUST 22, 1Í071
,
I
xj
BKSOIKCEH.

STOVES AND RANGES

and dlicnunta
Ovonlrarta, Mcured and unsecured
Vnlled Htali- bond to avrure Circulation
Viilli'd Btatea bnndi to
cura United Htatea depoiila....
I'remluma on United Btatu bonda
ll'imla, aecurltlea, etc
Hanking houae, furniture and flxturea
Iu from national banka (nut
agenta)
Iu frum atate banka and bankers
Hue from approved reaurvo agenta
'hcke and other caah Itema
Kuchangea for clearing houae .;
Nulea of other national banka
Fractional paper currency, nlckela and centa
Lawful money raavrva In bank, via:
T.nnna

117 GOLD AVENUE.
,

JU AUGER

WOOL

1
$1,14.1,387
j,25G 05
200,000 01)
100,000 00
8.000 00
K4.I74
38.600 (10
Sa.SKl 4i
86.171 61

rem-rv-

Representing Manger ft Avery, Boiton
(With nnabe
Mauser.)
AUiuqunmu. N. V.
Ill Nnr'h Flrrt 8t

Hiwcle
Legal tender nntea

1101,221
61,003

"

t7,8:'S H
12.065
17,223

TuUI

.jjjjjw..
LIABILITIES,

5
0

1,87

It

167,224

II
(I

10.000

H.ÜÍM7I II
,

Tapltal atock paid In

i

!i,ur,p."1.'. ',und

Undivided

prnfiia, leaa espensea and taxea paid
National bank nntea out.tandlng
Due tr, othur national banka
Hue ( atate banka and bankera
Individual deposita aubject to check
Time crtlflcatea of deposit
'ertlfld checks
'ashler's checks outstanding
United Htates deposita
liepoalta y United Hlatcs disbursing cfflceii
Keserved for tax

Chums

95

14,5

It
00

Iledcmptlon fund with United Btatea treasurer (6 per
cent of circulation)
,

IoUI

'

'

00,000
60.000

l.lot

0
00
7

100.000 00
101,286 71
169 201 13
1 0üo'07 71
I ' 171 39 82
29
11
74
20

n40

437
710
711
60S

M

13.391,171

II

17
00

Territory of New Mexico, County of Rernallllo, aa:
I. 'rank Mi'Kn, cashier of the above named bank, do
solemnly
awear that tha ahovo atatement la true to tho
beat of my knowledge

MlL'i,,

arc our dellrlonf nourl.hing breada and
heullhv (rowing rhlldrea.
Tour chlldrea
and our broad aliould be Inaeparalila. 1'lenl
of Under Treum II rend and goud, tweet bulle, III un re man? dnrlura' bill. AU of our
bilk tlulTa ara a delight to th dulutj at all

FKANK

J.

f
t,

M'KKE.

Cable,

RATNOI.pa.

Rubscrlhed and sworn to before ma this 26lh day of Aug'uatlio?'
,, i
8AMUUL PICKAKrx
'i .
Ia-I
I V.
"i i " I Kafartf Wnl.ll. ,

l',
V

PIONEER BAKERY.

B.

M. W. KI.OUMNOT,
A. B. U'MILLKN,

.

(Imee,

rinsT sr.' ' t,'

I

The First National Bank

FURNITURE, CROCKERY,

wi.

Mexico

REPORT OF THE CONDITIO

Bargain
Store

's7

CROMWELL.

EL

21T. X.
LIVERY AND BOA It DING STABLES

Phono 847.

W. E.

gioorge arnot.

wiLLiAN Mcintosh.

J.

Shop 410 W. CopKT Ave,

s

ALBÜQUERQÜE, II, M.

'

E. A. Gertig,
CONTRACTOR

COMBÉIS

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
$1 50,000.0.
CAPITAL
Officers and Director:
L"
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. 8. BTRICKLER,
W. J. JOHNSON,
'
Vio President and Cmantor.
Assistant Outdo

THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
DEALKB. IN

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

pounds for

25c

BALD RIDGE

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

THE

Large native Sweet Pota-

toes, best

C.

The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

halilt-forrnli- is

!t.

BOXES FOR RENT.

5c

Per fish

w

I

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO- -

SAFETY DEPOSIT

$1.65

o.

11 1.

:

;

Iowa's choicest Concord

f.

O

V

The first of the season;

s

bui-let-

:

:

:

:

:

:

ALBUQUERQUE.

Grapes

Concord

'

ht

I

The State National Bank

ss

rig-in-

I

t

"Good Things to Eat." 1

New Holland Herring

:

'

Í

CSS

75c

The American Lumber
GovernmentTakes Precaution
announced that on account of the fair
push
forward
will
it
week
attractions
Against Agitators Seeking
Hon. George K. Hartón, of Texc.s
Its monthly pay day in October from
recently elected first vice president of the
sixteenth, the usual pay day, to
Destruction of Diaz Governthe sixteenth National litigation con- Wednesday, the 9th, bringing tho
1
gress to meet In Albuquerque in 90S monthly pay day in the middle of
;
ment,
The company has
has expressed the view that the com the fair week.
Its usual public spirited disposhown
ing of the congress to Albuquerque: sition this year to do everything in
Nogales, Ariz.. Sept. 11. The Mexwill be a great thing not only tor New Its power, as in the past to make the
Mexico, but for Texas.
Mr. Barton big fair a success.
ican and United States governments
sa id
are preparing for possible trouble on
"1 hope that Texas will be aroused
the Rio Grande border about SeptemMEN
TEXAS
NEWSPAPER
to the importance of the next congress
ber 15, the anniversary of Mexican into be held In Albuquerque. The meetdependence. To prevent a recurrence
ANTI-PASS
LAW
TO
TEST
ing place will give Texas people tin
of the troubles of last year, the boropportunity to attend and to become
der is being patrolled by troops and
on
questions of general
enthusiastic
Dallas, Tex., Sept. 11. The execu- secret service officers of the American
importance, but important particu tive committee of the Texas Press as- government, at the request of Mexican
larly to this state, which has mote sociation at a special meeting held In officers.
acres that can be irrigated than any Dallas today, determined to test in
It is said that Captain William S.
jther state In the Union," said Mr. court the constitutionality of the new Scott, First United States cavalry, who
Barton.
anti-palaw, so far as it affects tho was detailed to make secret investiga
contract rights of newspapers wi.h tion of conditions nlong the border
made a report to tho war department
,
railroad companies.
ARRAIGNS JUDGE
The plan is for a member of the finding that there Is considerable agiIN BITTER SPEECH association to violate tho criminal pro- tation again Diaz. Ho is unable, how
visions of the law. and when arrested, ever, to find definitely that there Is
attack the constitutionality of the law now any organized opposition to tho
Miiliiinui Concrc-niai- i
Mexican government, as was the case
Scores Federal through habeas corpus proceedings.
Court for Holding l'p Slate Daw.
Assessment of all the members of a year ago.
the association was ordered to raise
yi:ktf.way's mask mam- - (jamf.s.
Montgomery. Ala., Sept. 11. I'niled a defense fund.
States Jude Tlmmas (i. Joní1 is beAmerican League.
ing denounced from the stump for hi.-- MINISTERS FIGHT OVER
At St. Louis First game: St. Louis
St.
lotion In holding up the rate laws by
0; Chicago. 2.
Second game:
HOG; ONE IS KILLED Louis,
4: Chicago, B.
in injunction on petition of the rail2;
roads.
Washington Washington,
Congressman
At
Hefün of the
Fifih district, has attacked the judge
York. 4.
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 12. In a New
so bitterly that there Is some fear of quarrel
At Detroit
Detroit, 0; Cleveover a hog, Rev. John Grant,
l personal eneounte".
In :i speech a Methodist minister
of Galloway, land, 3.
Jíoston,
today at Kquality, which was cheered Ark.,
At
I; PhiladelBoston
yesterday ahot and killed Rev.
by a great cinud, Congressman Hcfllii
Martin Glenn, a Baptist minister. Af- phia, 4.
said:
National Iiikiic.
ter the shooting Grant ordered a man
"We now behold the civil and crimi- employed by Rev. Mr. Glenn to get a
At 'Chicago Chicago, 4: St. Ixiuis,
nal laws of Alabama tied up by a horse for him. which he mounted and 4. (Game called at the end of the
man who could not be elected to any rode away. About noon Mr. Grant fourteenth inning on account of dark
In the state. went back to the Glenn place with his ness. )
office in any precinct
Public opinion In Alabama is for law shotgun saying that he had heard tha"
Western litigue.
mil order, but it Is absolutely against Mr. Glenn was nil dead, and tlvu he
At
2;
Sioux
Denver Denver,
City, 1.
the usurpation of power and federal had come back to "fix him Kure."
with
interference
At Omaha Omaha, 5; Des Moines,
L.
the laws of the
4.
itate.
Innocent llysiimdcr Hurt Itadly.
"These Inferior federal Judges ought
Howie, Tex., Sept. 11. In a street
to t). elected by the people.
Some of duel here today, Walter Hargrove, a RIFLE TEAM MADE
these judges are too eager to attract saloon man of Fort Worth, was shot
the :ttentlon of the administration through the nrm and then heat over
MARKED IMPROVEMENT
that appointed them, and they seem the head with a pistol. Another man,
byto
Tger
to
respond
corporation
'mi
Spooner, an Innocent
named
weal h. Corporations
defy the will stander, was shot and fatally injured. Gained (11)0 Points nt Fort Perry
f tl'
people and are sheltered under
Over the Record Aludo lit Sen Girt.
lie "'junctions of fell,. ral inilges."
lllic linlua Celebrates Anniversary.
The Hague, Sept. "II. An official
The New Mexico rifle team, com
I' ccs Trial for Brutal Murder.
celebration of the ninth anniversary
CI cago. Sept. II. The
trial of of the coronation of Wilhelmlna as posed of the best marksmen in the
Fr.-J. Constantine. for the murder Queen of the Netherlands, was held territorial National Guard, which nt
'if .Mrs. I.oulse Gentry, was set fir today. Diplomats of all nations pre- tended the national shoot nt Camp
Mon ay next.
to the cerry, Ohio, the latter part of Au
It Is alleged that Con-ita- n sented the congratulations
out of
ine killed the woman bv M ra g sovereigns to the young ruler of the gust, stood thirty-sevent- h
forty-eigteams.
her with n piece of baling wire. Dutch.
Major Ruppe, of the First regiment,
The body was found behind a livery
who acted as team
spotter at the
Former Shot From Ambush.
stab!.- in which Constantine was emVinChattanooga,
11.
shoot,
and who returned home Tues
Tenn., Sept.
ploy, il. A piece of wire was found
tlghi y wrapped around the throat cent D. IjhJtl, a prominent and weal- day, said yesterday that the New Mex
ico shooters scored over fiflO points
Con- thy farmer and merchant of Carpenwhet the corpse was found.
tamine, thoiii-- he was Immediately ter, Ala., was shot to death from am- over their total score at the Sea Girt,
susp' cted of the crime, escaped from bush while on his way to his farm N. J., shoot in 190B.
Chic-g"The improvement of our boys,
and was arrested In Brook- today. A large posse la searching for
lyn Mvp"al months later on the point two brothers suspected of being the considering everything, , Is phenomeguilty purties.
nal," said Major Ruppe. "We went
of s illng for Kurope.
east with the Intention of doing our
by
Log
Ny.-'CO
Killed
Train.
best, and we returned home happy
10
tonight,
tent show
and
Elba. Ala., Sept. 11. In the wreck and contented, although we didn't
cents, including best seats.
of a log train
on the Henderson-lloy- d succeed In nearlng tho championship."
Lumber company's
railroad,
Major Ruppe said that the New
Tl it ou American Torests abound In near Richburg. Fireman Joe llryson Mexico team was very much pleased
plan's which posse the must valuable lost his life und several others were with the Camp Perry range, as It
Im roomy and so
badly hurt.
Hied! :lnui virtue U abundantly attested
situated that the
The engineer of the train was eatfall into Lake Erie, directly north
by
oro of the most eminent medical
ing
was
his
dinner
tho
ut
und
firemun
range.
of the
writer and teuihern.
Even tho untuthe throttle at the time of tho accitored liicllaiii had UUcovi.-rmthe useful-nes- a dent.
The engineer
was badly SPECIAL RATE
FOR
of many native plants before the scalded.
advent of the w hite race. Thin InformaWORKMEN'S
CONVENTION
Koreans llusliuhuck Japs.
tion, Imparted freely to the whites, led
Tokio, Sept. 11. The Korean Inth latter to continuo Investigations until
y
wo have a rich assortment of most surgents are abandoning organised re- Simla IV Ccniral Makes Single Fare
sistance to the Japanese.
They now
valuable American medicinal roots.
for Hound Trip for Grand Lodg
destroy tho railways and telegraph
Meeting.
Qy
Qv
C
lines and murder unarmed Japanese,
of whom they have alrendy killed
Dr. Plerra believes that our American for
HU iLyid In tDott valuable medicinal roo ta seventeen, shockingly mutilating the
The following circular has been Isdlt-tte
bodies.
i
cuYVf
ment
obstínate and fatal
lot tbe
sued from the passenger department
If wewoMdoroperly InTeiliirate. tbemi
of the Santa Fe Central.
Wreck Itiilns Itond.
and loiwucfwri of tbla conviction, he
The Santa Fe Central Railroad Compoltktwltb prllW the ilmntt mirrelnii
n
Matloon, Ills., Sept. 11. The
pany, office of General passenger
City railway and the Central Iln..fH.'i niy.
1!"" clTiv!l by b"
Special Rate Order No. 27.
Aijent
whlrh litis nroTen Itself to be Ihe linois .Traction compnny was put in
covtiry.Lodge Meeting of Arizona
Grand
receiver
of
I nil
the hands
a
today.
""'""-I'Ttr nivitfor"ri
and New .Mexico, A. O, IT. W., at
iUif. hurt tuulc arid
Tho action will act as a protection
and IiIikkI
Albuquerque, N. M., October 15,-IClesriwr known In niedlrrKb?nce.
to
the
Central
comIllinois
Traction
If
tL or Inditfetiioii, torpla llvcrTrunctlooil pany, the interurban line between To 1907.
All Agents:
and vea valvular and other affection! of here and Charleston,
against dam- For the above occasion round trip
tb heart yield to Ha ruratlte action. Tba ago aults which are expected to be
may lie sold from all points
reaaon tchy It rurea tbeta and many other
Hied against that company on account tickets
affection, la clearly thown In a little book of the wreck last Friday In which on the main line of the Santa Fe Cenrailway
(Torrance to Donaclana
of otracta from thaitaodard medical wotkt seventeen passengers were killed and tral
Inclusive) to either Kennedy, or
wblrb la milled frt to any address by lr. R. forty-tw- o
Injured.
Fe,
Santa
under
the following condiV. Pierce, of Bufftlo, N. V.. to all sending
tions:
- -tagusst for tba san.
Police Hilcr Mortally Wounded.
Rate One regular first class fare
Grodno, Russia, Sept.
Ex- 11.
the round trip.
Chlef'of Police Motzievletch of Hlaly-st- forDate
Not teta marvelous. In the unparalleled
of Sale October 14th and
IhIi outbreak
where tho anti-Jecure It Is constantly maktnr of woman's
l.'th, 1907.
manr peculiar affections, weakneMee and occurred In June. 1908, whs mortally
Limit
'ontlnuous passage
today. In Transit
cJl.trftsjns" drrtncnients. Is Iir. Pierre's wounded by a terrorist here
each direction.
I'avorlteNPrescriptioltKSs Is amply attested His assailant was captured.
Final Return Limit Good to reSiberian Official Slain.
by tbousartds osujitesilmonlals conleaving either Kennedy or Santa
Irkutsk, Siberia, Sept. 11. Chief of turn
tributed bgili'ful psTtfim who. bTf been
October 19th. 1H07.
the aecret police here, Gavrllofi. was Fe not later than
8. It. flRl.MSHAW,
assussinated today.
General Passenger Agent.
ulcer- tfrilítlT"1 i'ieTby wejUnt.-jSanta Fe, N. M Sept. 10, 1907.
Milt Fire In Hong Kong.
rlMnof uicruilinTpTriTpTTffl'nfcor
Hong Kong, Sept. 7. About ofi
Kicr oiany oilu r nlveilUed mculctiies, and
hundred of the leading Chinese mer
pbytlcians bad failed.
cantile establishments at Canton were
'Cy
Millinery opening nt the EconO
testroyert by a fire which broke out
Both the above mentioned medicine ara there yesterday.
omist, thin Thursday, September
stholl made up from the glyceric est raerte of
12th, nfternoon and evening. Mus
risit. Ti pns-ntle. nmlii'liiai
sic nnd aouvenlrs.
Packing pUint Munis.
In llielr ninuf"'turi were original
You are Invited.
Philadelphia, Sept. 11. The large
with Iir. Pierre, ami Iber are rsrrleü on by
klllpd chemtsK sad phsrnii'li with the plant of the Cudahy Packing company
Sid of SLirslu stid sppllsncea speciniiT In this city was destroyed by fire tomi tm
for litis purioM. Hoih day. The loss Is estimated nt $:',-)m- i.
delnel
B.ediiines are eniirely free from alcohol slid
MO MM INA KICK LOT
F HWKKT
Heef weighing 25,01)0 pounds was
ilnim. A
harmful,
all other
cantammtm.
fvrvnii. t nmv.
The fire Is believed to lilt
lull IIM of tlielr IngrediuiiU la priuitd od destroyed.
AM MVrKT KIKV AT
'.
IhMve beon caused by a epnrK from a
vu b
THf: HH IIMIM' (,HM HV NTOKK, lis
'passing englrm.
W. OÜIJ AVEM'K.
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Was Heavenly Visitor the Same
One Seen In Albuquerque on
Monday Afternoon,

-

r

rail-

l

SHOOK LITTLE TOWN LIKE
A

Says Albuquer-

ON-SAVING-

THE JAFFA

1

Two

.

Paso Agent of Southwestern
in Jail fof Murder of a Two- Months'-Ol- d
Baby.

Ten Big Shows and Four First
Class Free Attractions for F.l Paso, Tex., Sept. 1. A sensation has' been created here by the arThis Year's Carnival.
rest of A. W. McDuffis, El Paso ngejit
The full list of tho shows and atCartractions of the. Russefl-Hatchnival company, .which has been se
cured for the coming fair, va.s re
ceived at fair association headquarters
yesterday and shows this company to
aggregation
bo the biggest carnival
recent
in
brought to Albuquerque
years. There are ten big shows, as

i

inINTEREST ALLOWED
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.

Capital and Surplus. $100.000.00.

Oil GRAVE CHARGE
A BIG

"mu

MEXICG

NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

ceived the following letter from Dr.
V. H. Hurr, the well known physician
of Gallup:
Oallup. X. M., Sept. 9. 1907.

Editor Journal.
Referring to the meteor which was
reported to have fallen on the Sandia
EVER
mountain yesterday about 4 p. m.. I
have to report that on the same date
while riding horsebuck on the trni.
from Clarkvllle,' about one nml one-hamiles from Gallup, a mett?or fell
ALL SORTS OF HANDSOME
about 1 00 yarda in front of me. light
ing on or near the trail. 1 xpent a litPREMIUMS ARE OFFERED tle time looking for It. but had more
important btiMlnesn, ko did nut delay
long in the search. The meteor had
tail several yards long and
Committee Announces Condi- a Ilumine my
attention more especially
attracted
I had never xoen one in broad day
tions and List of Prizes for is
light before. ' Perhaps I .should have
looked longer for it. us meteors are
the Annual Exhibit of New said
to contain diamonds, and In any
event they make good weights to hold
Mexico Infants,
Verv truly,
en.
doors

fremiti n

1907.
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arngrrggass
his reservation, December 1, Ision "was violated and the old fellow
PTSJ
S3B
YOUR HEALTH
left thufand all his men were taken to the Sin
INSURE
the first of Carlos reservation, in a strange counWE TAKE THE FIRSTS!
0THIERS GET THE
the month and, with his warriors, try, and the old man was never satisCOMFORT
skirted Fort Thomas and the Indian fied. He grew more restless every
m stormy days
hot springs. He reached Leighton on day, and finally the break away from
December 3, to find almost every In- the reservation was made on Decembby wearing a
habitant absent from the village, eith- er-1,
1S85. which cost so many lives
a
m
er attending to farm duties or at the and the destruction of so much propj
i
H
erty. Had the old man been left alone
mill.
i
i
i
U !U
cn his own grounds, I believe that he
Took All the lIorc-- .
"All the horses were
taken and would have remained peaceful." ...
SLICKER
when the Mormons returned and found
their animals missing, they though'
that a gang of renegade Mexicans had
Clean - Liglit
committed the theft, never dreaming ALBUQUERQUE
Durable
that the old Indian chief was on the
warpath. They took the trail, which
Guaranteed
led by Solomonville, and in the latter
Waterproof
place were joined by a large body of
white men, myself Included.
10
3?2 Everywhere
"As we reached the mesa which
runs back of Solomonville and where
TOwt
Bb'W.
eye has an uninterrupted sweep
to help govern them is a confession of I the
of
fifteen
twenty
or
miles.,
we
could
' unfitness. They are proud
of the gov- - see tne oust ramea oy the Indian tribe
ci iiyr n uir. wnen I) PHnpn w in in ph
and
drove of horses. The InTwentv-SeventI
for federal troops, said Ohio .could dians their
also saw us and stampeded the
take care of herself, as she did.
To
Mining
ColoCamps
of
horses, taking cover themselves In a
the
"They know that authority once gorge which led back into the moitw
rado, Utah and Nevada; to
0
surrendered or qualified Is never re- tains at the end of the mesa.
Talbeit S, McKinney Is After Denver, Colorado Springs and
gained, no matter how bitter the reTrail Kasily Followed
gret. They have learned that en"It was very dry and their trail
croaching power Is sometimes well was easily followed. They
$25,000 Worth of Gold In Pueblo, is by way of Santa Fe
ambushed
meant and always strews its path with themselves behind rocks In the
attractive present benefits. And they and as we rode Into their trapcnrim
Refuse of Disused Kansas New Mexico, and the
they
have that sovereign virtue of a free opened Are upon us from every direcpeople patience to endure for a time. tion. The two Wright brothers, who
Smelter.
If need be,
while
they work out i were or the Leighton
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
were In
through their own agencies the diffi- Ithejend and both fell colony,
at
first volculties 'which changing circumstances ley. We attempted to gettheout of the
Tbe Kansas City Star has the folRAILROAD
I trap
are ever presenting,
and another man, whose name I
"And the people of Ohio have no Ido not remember, was wounded, but lowing concerning Ihe operations of
excuse for lapsing from the virtue of we managed to get him out and he Talbert S. McKinnev. a former AlbuLuis
They have shown that
querque man, whose family still re- Through the fertile San
they know how to deal with trusts
"After this, after the old chief had sides here:
Valley; also to the San Juan
and combinations organized and con- once seen blood, he started upon n
Talbert S. McKinney, expert mining
ducted In defiance of the laws of trade campaign of pillage and murder which engineer, has just closed a contract country of Colorado,
and the rules of fair dealing. They are terrorized the entire territory and only with the Kansas Citv Steel Structural
For Information a to
train
sure they, better than others, can ron-tr- end.d when the wife of Gerónimo was company to extract some $25.000 in
without crippling the corporations killed and the papoose which was on gold, silver and other metals. from the serrlcc, descriptive literature, address
they creato and fix the conditions on her back was captured and many of refuse about the plant or (he old metal
S. K. HOOPER,
which those created bv other sover- nis irioesmen ten Before the guns of smelter at
Passenger
General
eignties may do business within their United States cavalry.
nnd Ticket Agen
Mr. McKinney makes a business, acborders. And they are not willing to Son of Gerónimo y0w in Solonioitvlllo. cording to his card, of "buying smelyield the right to do this to any other
"Gerónimo' son.-whter dumps and refuse." The old methwas
power, or to have It qualified save by from the back of his dead mothertaken
aft- od of smelting employed at the time
EE2S5E3
the condition, to which they have giv- er she fell, is living in Solomonville the Argentine plant was in operation,
en Irrevocable consent, that thev must' now. A man named Adams was the was crude und allowed much of the
S
act justly, .with respect to right's law- one who took the little fellow and ho metals to remain in the ore.
By
fully acquired.
turned the bahe over to a Mexican modern methods It is profitable and
Is
woman
"It
a matter of no personal inwho was living near where possible to reduce the refuse which
terest to me, because my aim in life this battle occurred and continued the the old smelter threw away.
TROTTING AND
PACING PROGRAM
has never been to amass wealth, but pursuit after old Gerónimo. He was
He came to Kansas City a few dnvs
I am not taken with the idea of seekrounded up the following day and cap- ago to look over the smelter of the
ing to limit by law the acquisition of tured. This was the old fellow's last Kansas City Steel Structural company.
Purse No.
Pace..
$1,000
fortunes. The smallest fortune is too stand.
He found that the refuse and slag
great If it is dishonestly or unfairly
"The boy was at that time an Infant contained gold, silver, lead and other
Purse No.
gained. With laws so framed as not of 18 months. He is now grown to a metals,- - which he estimates may be
Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
$1 ,000
to imnofe. un!iece!ary charges on the sturdy manhood, peaceful, industrious worth $25,000. A contrnct was made
people which operate to give some ad- jand fond of his foster parent.
Veuve
Clicquot Yellow Label
Mr. for him to reduce the refuse and alPurse No. 3 2:13 Pace;
vantage over others, and with laws Adams returned and got the little fel- low the company a percentage of the
Impartially enforced to prevent unfair low after Gerónimo had been
d. profits.
.Champagne Stake Race
-$1,000
To Colorado and Eastmethods and corrunt practices, no forHe is called Doubtful Adams,
Not only are the metals to be found
tunes will be 'swollen,' which implies and has been well educated by his In the tunnels and dump piles of slag,
ern points. On sale
Purse No. 4 2:25 Pace
$ 500
adopted parent."
unnrtural and perverted growth.
but also on the walls where the vapors
Mr. Green is a typical frontiersman have been condensed. A test of the
"Nor with our well tested systems
daily
until
September
No.
5 Free for all Pace
of inheritance, and restriction of en- and bears upon his seamed face thi value of the refuse was made during
Purse
$1,000
tailments will fortunes long remain in imprint of the stenuous times he has the last few days with such success
30. Return limit Octo- unworthy hands, while fair gotten passed through in the civilizing of the that Mr. McKinney felt justified in
Trot
Purse No.
$ 500
ber 31. Rates to prin- wealth has neither temptation nor oc- West. With his iron gray mustache making the contract whereby he bears
casion to seek illicit- favors from of- and weatherbeaten and sun tanned all the expense and shares the profits
cipal points.
ficials who make and enforce the laws. face, he is withal, In spite of his full with the owners of the property. He
And In our free country every man 60 years, still a magnificent specimen says he is confident he will secure the
The Best Horses on the Colorado, Kansas and Texas Circuits Eig List of Entries and
iDenver and Return
who thinks happiness lies in wealth of manhood.
amount of his estimate.
$23.7o
has the rlfjhf to get as rich as he honBlames Government Ascitis.
The work of reducing the refuse is
Whirlwind Finishes.
estly can. All we should demand is
"I believe, and always will believe, t begin at once. The slag and some .Colo, Springs and return$20.75'i
"that
lie
that
shall not increase his gains
whatever murder and robbery of the other tailings will he shipped Pueblo and return
$18.95
by withholding from. the laborer his Getomlmo committed, he was forced to Omaha, where Mr. McKinney has a
just .reward or adding hardships to to do it by the United States govern- reducing plant. The vapor collections Chicago and return... $53.30!
his lot. nor by depriving others of ment," continued Mr. Green.
"His about the tunnels and on the walls will
RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER
their gains. by unfair competition. And own reservation was south of the be concentrated by means of redue- - St, Louis and return.. $52.90:
he must bear his due share of the ex- Southern Pacific railroad in the San Inar machinery so that practically every
City and return $44.55
n Kansas
penses of the governments which pro- Simon valley, Cochise county, Arizona. bit of the precious metals will be
tect him in pursuit and possession.
It was decided to place all thejercd.
Preparations are being made .Norfolk and return, (60
"Rut If for the first time in the his- Indians under the direct supervision now for the installation of the ma-o- f
tory of the race somebody Is to draw
,
A.
day limit,)
Indian agents. C.eronimo delivered chinery.
l
J. A.
$72.90',
a line around thrift and enterprise. I himself and his tribe over with the
The old smelting works at
am sure Ohio will Insist on trying the
days,
that he was to be left title Is the relic of anti-truPresident
Secretary
experrrtifflP forhersclf.
on a reservation to be created where .In those times, that is some eight or .ACCOUNT I. 0. 0. F. SOVER
For all
ic-measuresare- - Recessnrtly
exten years ago, Kansas City could oplie had long lived.
EIGN GRAND LODGE.
usan
periments, especially those which deal
"After he was In charge this provi- - erate a smeller cheaper than the mine
owners at the mines for the reason, St, Paul
with new conditions. And when the
among others, that fuel was more
atmosphere is charged with disconRESULTS! ALEUQUERQücPLANINGLIILL
READ JOURNAL WANTS.
and return
$52.10 RESULTS!
tent and resentment, no matter how
easily obtained here than In the fields,
T. N. LINVILLE.
were
ores
Gold
just, the eye Is,, not always sure nor
silver
cheaper.
and
and
Showcases. Mission Furniture, Store
Tickets on sale September
KTAI'I.K AM) FANCY liROCKRlF.M
shipned from the mines 4o Kansas
the hand always steady, so that rennd liar H turca, ana Building Mate- St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
MORNING JOURNAL
sults not Intended or desired may fol- I Km! griiile of Flour, Cflr, Tens and Hplrrs City for the reducing process. Willi 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, return limit
rial.
Joseph Harnett, I'roprlctor,
low."
"
the consolidation of the mining inWANT ADS
a Sprrlull.v.
120 Weit 'ei.tral Avenua.
dustry, smelters came to be operated October 2, 1907, Call at ticket
"The people of each state can best
hand.
on
alway
In
Everything
the
markt
as cheifply in the field as in the rail
decide for themselves, from time to
A. J. Love, Proprietor
CHOICE UQUOP.S SERVED.
ALL
TIIK BICST ALWAYS.
time, what measures to adopt and
road centers nnd the Argentine plant office for particulars,
the popular Karnes. K?no every Men-da- y,
RESULTS! I'Ihkio 4(1."..
RESULTS!
judge their operation and effect. They l'lmno 238. - - - - 38 West Central Avenue j was abandoned
403 S. lirst Sirwl
E. PURDY, Agent.
T.
Thursday and Saturday nights.
can better and more promptly correct
or change them to suit their case, as
trial may suggest. And each state will
THIS M'ONOMIHT
have the benefit of the experience of
the other states as well as its own.
If a measure prove wise It will promptly be adopted wherever conditions require It. If It prove unwise the less
schpe it has the better.
"What higher hope can I express.
In conclusion, than that when Virginia and Ohio meet from century to
century, as no doubt they will, to celeALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOODS HOUSE.
brate their origin on this spot, they
may greet each other as they do today,
as 'free. Independent and sovereign'
Garments Exclusively
Dry Goods, Millinery
Women's RcaJy-to-We- ar
states, whose dignity Is magnified and
Mail Orders Promptly Pilled
Filled Promptly
Phone
glorified, not reduced or obscured, by
the union to whose greatness they contribute and In whose glory they share.
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1885," said Mr... Green.
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of Arizona Tells of
His Part in the Pursuit and
Capture of the Savage Old
Gerónimo,

Old-Tim-

'

Thursday, September

12,

Afternoon and Evening
R

From 2:30 to 6:00 o'Clock P. M., and from 7:00 Until 9:00 orCIock

M.

er

(El Puso Herald.)
Oreen, of Solomonville. Aria.,
n old Indian tighter and one of th
men who chased and assisted In the
capture of (Jerónimo, when that old
red skin was on the warpath In 188.1.
who Is in Kl Paso on his way to Oklahoma, was Injured In a street car
accident Halurday evening at the Intersection of Orefron and San Antonio
Mtreets. The old man was considerably bruised about the back, shoulder
and right arm.
He was In company with Joe Maxwell, who was first to ajlght from the
rar. A Mr. Green was about to R'l
IT the car.
It suddenly started, according to tho story told by both of
them, and h was thrown violently to
the pavement. He declares that the
footboard of the car struck him on
the shoulder.
The two men were on the depot car
and had come from the depot uptown
to get supper when the accident occurred.
In Arizona for 30 Yeiirs.
Mr, Oreen has lived In Arizona for
thirty years, nnd has seen tho stirrintt
early days of the territory when bail
men were on very hand and Indian
were as thick as cattle. Ho was In
(Solomon vl lie when the memorable raid
of (eronimo begun, and was Willi the
party which followed the old chief-lai- n
Into the ambush which he had
1m til for th
white men and In which
the two Wright brothers lost thrlr
lives and another man was wounded.
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and initial display of Gowns, Suits, Waists, Furs, Silks and Dress ' Goods. Every
model represents a new style idea and our Hats cannot be, equalled anywhere for
beauty, style and artistic, elegance, our styles are exclusive; all of these and our
ular prices have made our millinery section popular.

A beautiful

line of exclusive fall styles and imported models

will

'

popu-- "

shown.

be

Attractive displays and a souvenir for every visitor.
Music by the celebrated Ellis Orchestra.
ings from 7 to 9.

Afternoons from 2:30 to 6.

Even'
,

,

,

I'.nlili'd Mornmii".

colony ill n small
"The (iMormon
iown called I.elghton. thirteen tullen
V'im íiilomonvtlle. Whs the (ixt point
toothed by old Ueronlmu when lie

il"

,

.

V

'

j nr. Ml

IAMIMÍ,

KM'TKMIII--

IIMI7
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"

Till', M OMIXUir

t

,

JL.

m CAIUFES

'.this article, partly for the reason that
lit Is the only portion of the "nrld
outhweft" with which I am perrfonat-ly acquainted, and because the conditions prevailing in New Mexico are In
a large measure typical of the entire
region; I srieak not only from a study
II BIG SGALE AT
of the official records and reports, but
also after a residence at Fort Stanton,
In central New Mexico, of about six
years.
and one-haWhat he set nut to do. Dr.
has done In this paper, which
LAS CRUCES
will 'go far to remove many of the
false impressions about New Mexico
in the minds of
eastern physicians. Dr. Carrington's long residence at fort .Stanton and his great
HUNDREDS-OACRES
success In treating consumption, enhim to the most thoughtful and
TO BE SEEDED THIS YEAR title
respectful consideration at the hands
of the physicians of the nation, and
his paper is a very valuable work in
Early Crop and Waiting Mar- the war on tuberculosis.

Have One
Doctor

sense in running from one doctor to
another. Select the best one, then stand by
him. Do not delay, but consult him in, time
when you are sick. Ask his opinion of Ayer'
Cherry Pectoral for coughs and colds. Then
use it or not, just as he says.
we torvw no seerets I Ws publish
.O.lmrCa,,
forra
of oar

Car-rlngt-

ket Means- - Big Returns for
the Growers and a Healthy SANTA
Industry for the Valley..

'

Serial

( 'or re Kn de n e Morning

10

Journal.)

Cruces. X. M., Sept. 10. A
i
being worked up by the
farmers of this Immediate vicinity.
The ralnlnK of cantaloupes has for a
mnn lime nen conaiuerea one oí me
inHny poHuiuiiiiies 01 me diesiim valley, and now tiinoe the Lyon Cantaloupe company of Kooky Ford, Col.,
ha made neRotiations here for the
contracting of five or Fix hundred
'acres of land to be .seeded to cantaloupes next year, the possibility becomes a reality.
Already one company has been organized under the name of the Las
Producing comCruces Cantaloupe
pany. This company owns 540 acres
of land Just one mile north of Las
Cruces which is intended to seed to
cantaloupes, or sell In small tracts for
the same purpose. J. F. Sattley. of
this company, has been appointed by
the Lyon company as its agent here,
and has already signed up a large
acreage among the farmers of this
La
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Montezuma
Fair Week,

IELLS PHYSICIANS

Ball

iingh Remedy One
Ileal on the .Market.

About I.Ike, the (Vmnlry Itoy.
Fashions change In the theater just
as they do In the dry goods store and
the millinery shop. One form of enby the
The recent announcement
tertainment I sthe fad of a season and
another springs up to take !s MonteziiMia ball commlltee that Japthen
MEXICO
OF HEW
place.
Foolish farce. Inane musical anese decorations and eospimes woull
comedy, and sensational plays of the be used at this year's ball In honor of
MININO WTOVKñ.
slum are each popular In their turn his majesty, has caused a very nerl-eu- s
misconception in the minds of the
lor a time and then cense to attract
The following; ronton quotations are furof the ball and a certain
the public. Hut there In one style of patron
nished by F. ;rsf & Co., brokers, over their
CLIMATE
amount of uneasiness in Ihe mln.ls own
entertainment of which the great
private wire to Albuquerque, N. M..
public never seems to tire; of the ladle who Hre accustomed to Seplt'mbr
11, l:i7.
the drama which tells a story of life bring out modish gowns of new make Amalgamated CopMr
(4 14 i
4 in j ti
40
as It really Is, not all laughter mil at the annual Jubilee. It has been A naconda
of
announcement
30
i 37
AllnUS
not all tears, but a happy blending of understood from the
would
4
Japanese
costumes
the ball that
ArcmllHii
ir
Valuable Paper by Dr. Paul M, the two. It makes little difference
f 4
where the cene of the play Is laid, be required of the guests. isThe com- - Arizona t nnnct'vlal .
7
TVj
"v
entirely
American
KhkI'ihw
this
announces
::
tnlttee
that
In quiet country lanes or
whether
Surgeon
of
Chief
Cartinston,
ir
busy city pavements, if It possesses an error, that Ihe Japanese costumes Atlantic
Dt
at
19
lloMon
true human Interest; If the charre- i:re only to be required of the attend- Itiiiulium 'o!l,llilntll
in tr
the Marine Hospital Service tera
represent real men and women ant", and that while the decoration IIImck Mountain .i. .
4
'ii
4'i
the llutte I'nalttlon . .! . .
will be straight from Nippon,
with their Joys and lorrows.'
their
1
17
Sanitarium at Fort Stanton. struggles and triumphs. It will live guest may wear their usual evening 'uinhcrlantl Ky j .
' ',i
it Is merely planned that 'enierinial . . . j. . .
19 'il 20
long after the "shows" which offer clothes.
( l2IHij
11
only gaudy scenery, ftasny dresses, the patrons of ihe 'ball may come a a III'alumcl anil Arlxena
"The climate of New Mexico. Na- and dismal jokes are forgotten, plays party of Americans to an evening i'opper llamee .. .
5
If 6H
W
6
ture's Sanitarium for Consumptives." like "Way Down Kast." "Th Lion an I In Japan where they will he waited on lienn Arlsona . . , .
7
.
Dav is I Ih ly . , ,
If 8
Is the title of a little panyhlct. Just the Mouse," and "In Old Kentucky" by Japanese, allowed to drink lea
v,
5
.
1i
.
.
Kast
from the press, by Dr. Pan M.
will never cease to attract, a,nd the ti ml other things. In the Japanese lole Untie
('oiisollriHtvd .
ii 7 V,
the well known chief surgeon managem'-n- t
of "Jteke, the Country fashion, and generally treated to a ilranby
Oi Inn
. .
In charge of the public heallh and liny," which will be seen at K.Iks' the-t.iglimpse f the orient,
!i
9
, .
i
Hreene
'
marine hospital service sanltotium for
"
Friday night, September 13,
2
MclvellM
.
l
i'.npBlly "iib,
comiuiiipth c at Fort Stanton, N. M. claims II is "worthy of a place in this
14 11 14
ule Itoyulc .. ..I..
settlnc around by the!
r.
The pumphlH I the reprint of an ar- i lass. The central character Is true IdAre you lint hardy
4
i
nr a cine? t'ntess ymi have hceiftcnaM'
I
Ml hiRiin MlnlriK i
ticle on Im subject from the New t life Htid may be found In every lost nfrulchea
i ti
drfonnlly If your
r have
a Jlmfc
I
.'
i
Yrk Mediosl Journal of July, and is village In Ihe land, t'lieouth, unso lioutife U
Iiimlmi. sprain, stiff Mohawk Minlnir ..
1014
Hooresseq in particular io pnysiiians. phisticated, rustic In tires, anil awk Jolnta, or rhiiim.ltlrii.
anything of like nature umm Hal-- j Nevaila )'oiisollilati1
.,
Ml
.
If
49S
In his Introductory
Dr. Carrlngton ward In manner, he seems to have no lard's Know l.lnlmen! and In no tima you North Unite
7
ii 1
and he all (M.lln
thought beyond the present, but when can throw a ay your rrutches
.
. ,
34V4
Hd
,
Dominion
:r,e,
anyone
50c
H.
So much has already been written danger threatens the ones he loves, he well as
and
I'rlera
ieola
snd the rllmatlc conditions In New frlKe to the occasion and chows that Mold by J. II. Cl ltlelly li.
Minina;
W,tr
I'airott
1414
Mexico are already so well known to he has In him the stuff of which rea
II r 3
IK Y4M' UVr. IN
NW4I.I. TOWN AMI iJMlncy MiiiIiik
you that I feel it neiecxiiry to explain men are made.
3 V, if
4
Islaml
UM IT IMKI TO 4.KT WHAT VIM' Ilhotle
why I am addressing you on the subI
.
Itaven
t
V OR ÜTAI'I.R UKIM r B- W ANT l
FAM
.
Ke
Manta
ject.
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....
t
t'oiMr
HTI'DY
i km. wit i tic i
nr.
rmcix
nkaiíiv kv- - Hhannon
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Many Inquiries are received from
quart fruit cans, per do ... , . ,50c r.KVTIIIMi. r. 41. IK iMr.
(O.
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. Hi'4f
Hiiiertor alii rillslmm
h
and other concerning the Small lanterns
,
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. . . 1 r.c
. 70
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Tsinarack
limntlc and other conditions In New Full size lanaerni
. , ,0c
i(K)l III!
. X ATI VIO ll!OIrT,
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.13
sun-,i. Kico, ana ine literature on tne
i Slaw cutter
. . ,30c iNOMIOItlS III.MOM0H: HTIHM.IIT.
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ii no voluminous, and there be- - Toy carts
. 2'c
.
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Colisollilaleil
I'lah
J7il
ing. o far a t know, no single pub-- I Iron wagons. II to
12.50
r sr. nioMO im.
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Wolverine
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.tin tl
ov- - ( 'hair
lii'snon i,i moiierH' Dimensions
15c
from 8c t(
iMclorla
cal,
Tlnn nil the point upon which In- - (trass wash board
40c
Ilurglar In Tims
formation I asked, I thought It mlghtUiHs washboards
,4"c
Is "hail eouih "
He doesn't rare
his nam
1 He
not na amia to cohort ami iiiilillnh In I'm H wüah IviHt'dN
t.
MlllliK'ty nponliia; at the
for rold or sliver hut he will steal your
wnvenli-n- t
2 hura Fein NhiIIim anH
and fondenacrt form
l r.c
thla Thitrailay, Hoplembor
t.
In your house
away.
appears
ha
If
heallh
n1 utiprejiutlf ei (.linorvatinns 7 f'Mit chHltm fur wlnit. per pr. "5c
12th. nfternniin n ml venlnn. Muarrest him at once with Ballard's
publect t'ovoreil by thla paper
curry A Inwl Haaoitment of
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U
sic unci aouvrnlra.
may
svrup.
mean consumption: If
It
to iriect the dernunda fur Infuriiiatinii tenia anil lent lile,
You are Invlloil.
yon don't A cure for all eou(hs eelds and
A
to.
TUK M 7.10.
referred
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breastpin, diamond
centor. Finder will return to G. H. Moore,
West Central avenue, and receive
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FOR SALE

S.

.

-

194.

Oty.

aT

"onoe, wcTl
FOR SALE Cheap, If "sold-Improver
ranch. Call on or adhoiiHo; must be in f?oofl nfiKhborhood
dress
Mrs. Irta Notley, Old Albuquerque.
and
modern; no children or Invalids In family. FOR SALE Light mountain wagon, or will
Address E. P. Smith, Post Office Inspector, exchange for buggy.
Can bo seen at Tass-more'City.
S. Third.
WANTKD I,mbr teams to haul lumber FOR SALE A wholesale
and retail candy
from our mill In Cnehltl Canon 'o Dofactory In tho most prosperous city In
mingo, 22 mil1; rood roads and good wa- New Mexico; business
more than doubhas
ter. Addreas Domingo Lumber Co., Thorn- led In the past year;
fine opening for the
ton. N. M.
right niirty; tan bo secured In the next 30
WANTKD A certain numbor of boarders days nt a real bargain; reason for selling,
pay your fixed expenses; evry one above III health. Address w. K. I)., care Journal.
that number pays you a profit; you can al- FOR SALE Machine, bicycle and Trunsmlth
ways keep the number richt ty using the
shop In one of tho leading cities of New
want columns of the Morning Journal.
Mexico; good machinery and tools; owner
has to go east.
Address Gunsmith, care
Morning Journal.
FÓit
BALE Two cottages and four coiner
BASEBALL
lots, cheap.
Klnster's Cigar Factory.
AMATEUR CHAMPIONSHIP
FOR SALE We have some good cows for
salo. Alhers Brothers.
BASEBALL
FOR SALE Hull terrier pus, bred from
the best l'itt stock l.i America.
F. H.
Casey. Itox 183. Las Cruces, N. M.
DOUBLE HEADER
FOR KALE A go.id top buggy
greys cheap. N. W. Alger, 124 South foirsae
Walter
WANTKD

unfurnished

An

cnnnDDn

ouuunnu

or

5

room

6

barelas

n seronimos

TRACTION PARK
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 15

First Game Called 1 :45 Sharp.
Two games for price of one.
GRAND CENTRAL

HOTEL,

FÓ

Ú

R E NT

nTcei'y

Two

?ifmfK"heri

front rooms, suitable
for light
housekeeping. Enquire ÍÍ17 S. Uroud-wti-

A twu loomed
house, ncariy
new; call at MS N. Fifth street.
Foil KENT Four well furnished roomsfor
housekeeping,
all modern. 3l'4 K. Kdllli.
FOR RENT Piea"sa'ntfuri7rs7iedri)oni" with
bath; gentleman preferred; no health-seeker1002 N. Second street.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished 'room
with
bath. 409 S. Amo atreet.
Foil R i:T-Th- ree
nicely furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; no Invalids. J01 N.

0

it

I

out

Apply 807 W. Gold avenue.
Two furnishiii líírn's suitabTe
for housekeeping.
Address 413 N. Sixth.
RKN'T
FOR
connected" front"
rooms; heat bath and light. 42.1 H. Third,
Modern" furnishedomnVrirea7
FOR ilKNT
aonahle.
114 Vi W. Oold avenue.
Fi ill IlKNfVeliniirrnisliedrooms
with
bath, at tha Occidental Life Ilulldlng,
corner Central and Hroadway.
No lualids.
Address Dr. I). K. Wilson.

FORiíÉÑT

Central Ave., and Second St.
TUK MOST

IX

Til 10

CITY.

I'liAX.

HOTF.Ij

N

).

JU'N

JJI'IIO-l'EA-

N

S. BARRETT, Prop.

A.

ROOMtTFORBNTA'fewliuse

Kioioe

i'iix i; or h

A

11

kansas

IMM'K SAII' IX VOIR
IIOKSK'K
MAXiaOK. A 2.-- PIIX'K WIMi
602-tl10.
F10I0,
MONTHS.
W.
Mll

s.

rutsT sr. riioNio

i.

N'yo'a font nhow tonight, 10 anii 2t
cimt.i, lncludiriK bcHt Kuala.

!

u

i

n:s

.

.

.

Kron-utiiN-

lime-honn- it

,v

Tpns-iri'r.-

la
-;'

Depart
1:30
1:0
12:46
12:20

6:60 p
Exp.. 1:40 p

d
n
p
a

1:26a
1:10 p
7:20 p

.'
tnim the South
No. 10. Chi.. Pen. A K. C. Kx I HO a T:00p
No. 10 connects at Lamywlth branch train
for Ban ta Fe and stops at all local .polnta in
New Mexico
T. K. I'MUDY Agent

Consolidated Liquor Co.
Successors to Meltnl A Eakln
and Bachecht A Olnml
WHOLESALE
DEALERS IV

Five-rooSA LK
In. east front,

brli k,

Armijo building.

N. T.

easy terms.

mndertT
Room

Five-roomodern house In the
Highlands. Call at 417 Houtll A rim. Dr.
Wilson.
FOR RALE! A livs room house, also an
eight room house, latter furnished or unfurnished, both modern; close tn; cheap this
week; alan two seated carriage, nearly Dew.
Inquire
Kast Central avenue.

SHWl I'oIhIiK'H,

per package only

10

25c for 2
packages of the same goods

5c

111

Nulive Tiutof, 0
(irci tl Corn, iIomii

cents

Are you not paying

lb, for. . . .25o
30c

IVonIi TonintoCH, lb.

.It1

Prlnirti-- e

3(4!

Miitler,

lb

Meal and Sprlux ('lili kcns,

I'ivhIi

Homar.H., Ward,

North llilrd Hlreet
llenlera In
I'KOVIHIONH, (KAI V, HAY
and Fuel. Klne line of Imported flnes, Liquors and duals, l'luec
otr ordsrs for
this line with us
'

(ÍK4M KRIKH.

MrbU-Phon2- 03

Q

$8

Room 12, N. T. Arm lio n.illdlní

A It II U O V K H

CJ

U

K

.

Foundry and Machine Works.
K. I. Hull, rrojirlctor.
and Krass ra.llncs. Oro, Coal, end
I.uml.er Cars, Tullcys. Orate liara. Sahhltt
Metal. Columns and Iron Fronte for Build-IntRepairs on Mlnlns; and Milling Machinery our specialty. FOUNDRY, East Ride
nf Railroad Track. Alhunueque. New Mexlno
Iron

s,

GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
Wholesale Merchants
Wool,

III(1V4

and

a KiKX'ially.'
AliRITQVRKQl'U

rdts
IjAS VEC.AS

mmm pills:

FRENCH FEÜ1ALE

Chnmnio n Grocery

tíaoáger

CmTAiM Hii.il tot SifrrnM
1
Utnrnnairtnm.
K.tU.
ItVrX KNOWN TCFAU.
Hnr1
fftcimn OtiririiiilNl if M'M!ff HrrHrilftl.
ent
11.00 nr bol. Will iii4 tiwm
W tn t)t4 ftr
Wttrn fttcrenl. Ha m nice r
I' uut alubia d u isaxL
Itftv ihnm i4h4 yimr onlut t lh
if

'

'

-

I

W. Tijeras

Ave.,

I'lion

tftl,

tr.

UNITtO

313 W.

avk

ror-rt--

&n,

Albuquerque Cash Grocery
Company,

l.tg

vn

ST.

or

FOR SA LK

"E. C," Corn Flakes

rtwuT

Toti & Gradí

Real Estate

FOR SALE
9.

Just received a fresh shipment of
;

Telephone

roRKKB

DRS. COPP & PETTITr

-

'

1

SANTA FE TIME TABLE.

(rm!l

N'yc's tent nhow tunielit, 10 ami 20 Foil
close
cpiiIh.
. ,

ii

.

RI'IT DIXC.

rooms with us of bath by th week oi A TVl.h SKT
TEETH FOB
No Invalids taken.
month.
Hotel Cralgs.
Silver A vs.
Í'Ó RR EN T N ea tiy
furrirsned
rooms at
very low prices. Tha La VeU Rnomlni
House,
111 Weat Lead
avenus.
,..f.M
lira. J. Onld Crovrns
Fleming.
!!!I.M
tl Oold rillinas, n awards from
go
FOR RENT
Modern rooms and board, $26 rainless Extractlan
All Work Absolutely fluaranteed.
per month. Mra Eva L. Craig, 101
South aieeond street, upstairs.

Kvery e.ipr or etery laana of Ihe Morning
Joiimnl should ! a siilesnuin fur jou.

cull-in-

I

RAKMriT

21-2- 5.

WIRES, LIQUORS & CIQAÜS
Edith street.
it K.N T
Furniihedrooms; pleasant We handle everything In our line.
place; no slik. 422 N. sixth.
Write for Illutrtrated Catalogue and
FOR RKN'T Two nicely furnished rooms. Price List, lHRued to dealers only.

'1

.

IHKMS

HI

FOR

I

1

A

WILLIAMS

DENTIST

No. 4, Chicago Limited
No. 8, Chi. A Kan. City

Knit KENT

.a1!

DR. B. At.

'(Effectlva Juna ldth.)
From the Kint
Arrive.
street.
k No. 1. Southern Cal. Kxo
7:4Bn
FOR
SALE Aermotor windmills,
tanks No. I, California
and substructure. Wolklng; ft Son, 707 No.7, North. Cal. Limited ....12.20 dp
Fast Mall.. .10:66
North Eighth street, phone 1485.
if No. 9, El P. & Mex. City Exp. .11:45 p
From the We- stNo. 2. Chicago Fast Mall
1:00 a
FOR RENT
Rooms

y.

,

'

DtlNTISTK.

refor-enrr-

'

1

Albu-aiierqu-

N. M.
DR. W. M. SHERIDAN

&

.1

j

Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeon.
Over Vann's drug store. Phome:
Office
e,
and residence, (28.
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeo.
Occidental Life Building, Albnquer-ou- e
New Mexico. Telenhone 88.
VETERINARY,
WM. BKLDEN
Veterinary.
Phone OS. Residence 402 S. Edith.

Miscellaneous

FOR KALE Furniture at private Bale;
all contents of a 5 room house. Parlor
suite; combination writing desk and
book case; china cabinet; buffet; quarter sawed oak; birtlseye maple bedroom suite; porcelain lined refrigerator,
new; gasoline range, heating stoves; 3
Axminster rugs. Sale heglns Siiturduy
morning.
621 East Central avenue.

V

er

'

HOMKOPATHR.
DRS. BRONSON & B RON HON

LOST
LOBT

tf

t I

,

FOR KENT Ijarge barn with stalls for
five horses and plenty of room for vehicles; large hay loft and corral. Address J.
.1.
.1.. Morning" Journal.
FOR RENT Ttto or throe room nousei,
W. ' V.
furnished or unfurnished.
S02 South Hecond street

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgeen.
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phone
FOR SALE CHEAP
Five blocks from San744. APPl""entg made by mall.
ta Fe shops.
room house with barn on
lot 50x142 ect; price $00; $100 down and
WANTED
ARCHITECTS.
Miscellaneous
balance on easy payments. Apply to P. F.
F. "W. SPiENCliR
Mci'anna, Room 11 Orant block.
Architect.
preferred.
Address FOR SALE
office
real enlato
Mange, dresser anil fine Rooms 46 and 47. Rarnett Btillrllnsr.
StcntipraplHT, raro Mn iilng JnurriRl,
oak dressing table. 406 S. Walter
Km pt y Imffs lit
WANTKD
ASSA'EHS.
Halinn I'oiil St.
yard.
FOIl SALE Horse, saddle and bridle. W. J13NKS
WANTKD Situation hh rok kpoper by a
Assaycr, Mining & Metallurgical
1012 Forrester ave.
first clans expork'TU'ed man; city
Bed, mattress
SALE
and 609 West FruitEngineer.
Addrrsn M. Harden. Journal office. Foil
avenue, Postofflce Box
springs, $12; dresser, $8. Apply 173. or
WANTKD JÍy yniing lady, pnnitlon as
at office of F..H. Kent, 112
will tako ciacs in literary, piano, Sflti West Coal avenue.
South
Third
street.
string instruments, elocution, dancing; bent FOR SALE Ranchea from 4 to 60 acres
each, all under main Irrigation ditch;
rei'oinmenda titins furnished. Address GovCIVIL EXaXEEKS
erness, fil'li Maverick street, Han Antonio, ncHr city.
Albuquerque Land Co., Room 9.
,
ROSS
PITT
Cromwell building.
Tex a.
tf
voyur,
vvuuiiLy
j
dui
Niirse, mulo or female; apply at FOR SALE Horse,
buggy
WANTKD
ami harness, Attorney before U. S.
Land Depart
separate, cheap. Apply 14 North Sixth
once. Hiiuta Fe Hospital.
ment, jana scrip lor aie. Civil enTwo unfurnished rooms with street.
WANTED
gineering.
bath and board In private family, must FOR SALE A fine buggy with harness and Gold Ave., Opposite Morning
Journal
canopy top. Enquire this office.
be close in and "modern.
Address Box

.

sa:

Furnished house and tent at
Edith street. Inquire 323 S. Edith

FOR RENT

street.

ApWANTKD (Jirl for goneral housework.
ply 519 South Hecond street.
tf
Young lady for office work; one
WANTED
Apply at The
with experience preferred.
Jaffa (Irocery Company.
A saleswoman
in millinery,
WANTED
ment at the Economist.
WANTED
Kitchen girl. Apply Mrs. Hummel. Silver avenue and Third street.

1

V

Pnyslcian and Surgeon
Highland Office. 10 S. Walter street.
íiouquerque. w. M. jnone JN. 1030.
R. I HUST
Fhvslcian and Rureenn
Rooms 6 and , N. T. Armijo Building
Ainttquerque, New Mexico.
DRS SHADRACH & TULL
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, Noce Throat.
Oculist and Aurisf for Santa Fe eoaat
lines. Office 313
West Central ave.
Hoursr 9 to 12 a.m.: 1 : XI tn K n m

Dwellings

FOR RENT

wattes. Apply to J. W. Miller, or LlnuB L.
Shlekla. perea. N. M.
an experiWANTED
At the Economist,
in the millinery deenced saleswoman

of the

many year Chamherlaln'a Cough
Remedy has constantly gained In favor and
popularity until It l How one of the moat
aluple medicines In use and has an enormous
sale.
It Is inteided especially for acute
throat and lung diseases, such as coughs,
cold and croup, and can always be depended upon.
It la pleaaant and safe to
take and Is undoubtedly the beat In the market or the purposes for which It Is intended.
Hold by all druggists.
For

CARDS.

DR. S. L. BURTON

teacher

of

t'hamherUiB's

of

Friday

-

the Columbus (Ohio)
Evening Dispatch, dated Monday,' September 9, received in Albuquerque
yesterday by Mr. J. A. Morrison, of
the Superior' Planing and Mill company, contains an article describing in
Interesting detail the romantic marriage In Columbus of Mr. Henry G.
Itelmer, a well known young insurance man of Albuquerque to a pretty
Columbus stenographer, who he met
two weeks before the vcddingat the
Jamestown exposition. The course of
triie love seems to have run somewhat after the manner of a waterfall
in the case of Mr. Reimer and his
bride, who met by chanre at the exposition grounds, and who Fettled the
matter and started for their home in
New Mexico just fourteen days thereafter. Mr. Heimer is a solicitor fur
the Occidental1 life. The Dispatch says
of the wedding:
"The Chlttended
hotel was the
scene of the culmination of a happy
romance early Monday afternoon,
when the Kev. Dr. John Hewitt, of
St. Paul's Episcopal church, united in
matrimony Henry (!. Itelmer, an insurance manager of New Mexico, and
Miss Abigail Unddard, a stenographer
of Columbus. It was a case of love
at first sight, and a romance In every
sense of the word, for the couple had
only known each other for two weeks,
and the wedding ceremony was performed without the knowledge of any
of their friends.
Met ill Jamestown Ivmi.hiIoii,
"II was at the Jamestown exposition that Miss C.odilard was strolling
through the grounds, viewing the
sighls and enjoying her vacation from
her work at the Columbus Coffin
works. Then she mot Mr. lleinier. It
was a chance acquaintance, but last
Tuesday Mr. 1'elmer called for his
sweetheart at 21)7 Champion avenue,
and they went to Vanceburg. Ky and
announced their Intention to the parents of the bride.
"Miss iioililard returned , home Sunday night with a new diamond ring.
She didn't give the secret away, but
advised her friends that she thought
she would be engaged a long time, and
not ret married until about Christ
mas time. Monday morning the groom
slipped down to the court house and
got the necessary papers.
Dr. John
Hewitt was called and the two were
married in the parlors of the Chittenden hole! at 1:30 o'clock.
"The bride was dressed in white,
with a big picture hat and a long, light
blue streamer veil thrown over her
hat and shoulders.
"Mr. 1'elmer, has been for several
years manager of the Occidental Accident Insurance at Tucson, Ariz.! but
has been offered the position of state
manager of the same company In New,
Mexico, and will leave with his bride
some time Monday night or Tuesday
morning."

i

'

carpenter.
W A NT ED T h ree first-cApply A. W. Hayden, 412 Weat Copper
avenue.
WANTED' Stokera at the gal plant. Apply
at tiie Oaa Plnnt.

.

ato.,

Rectal and Genito-Urlnar- y
diseases.
Hours,
a. m., 5 p. m., 8 p. m.
Rnoma 4 and R, Burnett bldg.

Centra

401 S.

Texas
commodities
the Panhandle
N. M.:
and the Pecos valley of New Mex"Nothing
has happened In New
ico, according to the Hoswell Hecord.
place.
of greater, more
In Its order this Mexico for a century
The Lyon Cantaloupe company has The Keeord says:
Importance
than the
sent experts Into this country before high court demanded of the railroad holding of the sixteenth National Irand say that the cantaloupe raised in that it put into effect Inby September oñ1 rigation congress In Albuquerque. The
the rates
the Mesilla valley Is as good If not material reductions
benefits which will he derived are
better than that produced In Kocky practically every necessity of living,
Agriculture being
the
today
development,
t'p
the
and
until
Ford, and as they can be sent to the
mother Industry and the greatest in
freight
along
line
oflices
of
the
the
market thirty days earlier than tho
Ws'ew Mexico, an influence which will
former, will command the highest of Santa Fe system had received notifi- - do so much for its development must
of reductions on but two artlprices.
The government experiment cations commerce,
good. El Paso was
leles of
salt and coal, and be of tremendous
station at Mesilla Park has
rewarded a thousand fold through the
cantaloupes with great success and the reductions on these two commodi agency of the congress held here.
Ihose produced are of exceptionally ties, as demanded by the commission
"FELIX MARTINEZ.",
tine flavor. Mr. T. Konaull, of Las were but trivial.
Is
on
coal
$4.40
from
The
reduction
Cruces, has sold over $400 worth of
W il l, HKNKITi' ALL
points. COXMCKSS MKXI(t),
cantaloupes off of less than an acre to $4.35 per ton from Coloradocompany
SAYS I'ltlNCK
i:V
is
true,
It
however,
the
that
or
on
was
late,
account
of land, and
"Santa Fe. N. M., Sept. 1 1. 1907.
S5
on
cents
coal
had
rate
reduced
the
prod-j
in
getting
his
frost,
the recent
Journal, Albuquerque, N.
per ton last June. The reduction on "Morning
Ud to the market.
M.
As the Leasbtirg diversion dam Is salt was from 35 cents to 30 cents per
"All New Mexico, will be benefited,
almost completed the water problem hundred from Kansas points.went
ils Irrigation enterprises can
because
of
into
Hoth
reductions
these
will be forever solved for this imme- be shown anil will receive particular
producers
September
first.
effect
The
dlate locality.
Albuquerque will gain in
attention.
The Organ mining district, sixteen' In Colorado have recently raised the reputation and prominence and obtain
one
at
of
dollar
the
mines
coal
nrlce
rap-j
Is
coming
milis from this place.
celebrity because It is the first
of special
Idly to the front. Many new claims; on the ton, so that the reduction
city in the who'e country to have two
have been opened up. The latest com- the freight rate will not affect th. sessions of the congress, one in 183 5
pany formed is the Las Cruces Cop- (n ice of coal in Itoswell.
in lOos.
It' Is generally believed that the and nr." "L.
per company. This company Is com-- j
HUADFORD PK1NCE."
posed of the most prominent business lallroad company owns the coal mines
to
price
of
coal
mak?
and
the
raises
men of Ias Cruces, J. F. Sattley, D.
LAS VMiAS WD WIIOLK
F
Itaker, Fay Sperry and Nicholas! up for the reduction of freight rates.
TIIKIUTOKY TO YSSISrr
!es.
This company ha.s nine
"East, Las Vegas, N. M.. '
Ten Year of Work hi Mexico.
:, 'ns. nnd Intends to go to worki
"September 7, !Mi7.
The Mexican Herald says that E. A.
T! tlu-it- i
at once. The Torpedo, Sle- - McFarland.
Albuquerque:
Journal,
"Morning
conof
engineer
chief
ami the property of the
"Congratulations to Albuquerque on
of the Southern Pacillc, Willi
congress.
Vlitoila Mining and Smelting com- - struction
Irrigation
securing
at Tucson, arrived In Xf....u Oin the
pany are In active operation and headquarters
..lie unit tovriturv will he
Wednes(luadalajara
capital
from
the
!in the llmeliirht of publicity for
shipping daily.
will spend a few days here
Tim traction line from (ligan to! day andreturning
months and all New Mexico will beneto
construction
his
before
A
lu
ridit'i
mi
nod uuuroil nliil unrtf work
his company Is push- - fit largely, as every .intending settler
He savs......
.. in n
o
will have his attention directed to Ihe
"huí oil ii.
church of t'.i OIK loe nmn "nil tin
The Presbyterian
rains various Irrigation enterprises, whether
placo ha-- s been renovated 111 anticipa-- j anil were n noi lor ine seven
m ire prog- - completed or under construction. Will
lion of the meeting of the Synod here they would have much
be the most Important event of the
ress.
which occurs the 20th of tills month.
saieiy
territory...1,1 can
vear In Ihe ......
delay
or
less
more
been
has
There
.1
I... ..!.!
The building has been cleaned and loccHsloned bv the
m
- promise i.as
ma
of
'
painted. The walls have been calso-- 1 terlal, but they are now obtaining it
f,vrr-V' W
w'' I'''":
mined and the aisles nicely carpeted. as fast as possible in order to suffer
Imporlanco consists not
"'p
'"'
The enrollment at the Agricultural!
,
only In the advertising to be received.
a
...
college continues to Increase. The
,.'t
mm
an, i. lw.n the but in Ihe Impetus that will be given
t
stretched
have
been
accommodations
ttie interest aroused In the general
dry season sets In the numbers will and
to their
utmost capacity. It wa. ;be
for the territory,
to fi.lKIO. or us many Irrigation plans
II...I u,..i ..f
i,..t,,,' f,,i Mm more Increased
which will mean greatly Increased impossible
Is
to
work.
Ther.i
it
......
as
...... 1... 11.11
1.1
,r
t.. .11..
migration of the rlijht sort.
im in,- I II
...i., ,,..,.11 t,.. 1.,, un.iiis a very , nii;e imie .......
h..l II...
"CEO. A. FLEMING."
.1....
ui ri
11
ano
is
expeeieu
river,
iohl
,n
the buildings by this time would in
ex- at
Ihe
be
will
comfilcted
branch
Mkiifp
ra e at Itlnk Thursday night.
The bids
course of construction.
Ki'lav
.
..
. ,
year.
o.. Ioinovnu Siqiti'mt'i-I"' a"
1.'.
the V. M. C. A. buiiilinr hav all been from
Navajo to Alamos will probably
tejerte I ' hs being too hib.
by the first of October, if!
One
th; biggest re n i. ta ,V - be finished rains
Interfere. Work on
which V.h oi en han 'lel hi this err:- - n" beavy
sirip irom
anain ii
tory for some tllll" wn. closed her tne elgniy-mn- e Is
WEAR
also being pushed. For GUESTS
Monday wh-Num.i l'.amond sold lo Nogales
1111 nines ine cousi rucor
a
distance
nd
to the Ias Cruces
and EnImprovement company the
entire tion Is exceedingly difficult,
McFarland has a force of 2.000
block
known as' 'h. Commercial gineer
employed, as It Is largely box
block, consideration 130,000. The buy- men
ing company is 'composed of Iis Cru- canyon work, which is extremely slo'.v.
ces peo;i'e who will at ou.e begin lm They have now reached a point on
to
provcm nts. Their presen: ;iitrti' n the Oriental railroad, and are aboutsays
Mr. McFarland
Is to eivt a $75,000 hotel on a jwvrt truss Its tracks.
of the nii ck. This same property was that even with the bad weather, and
for heavy rains, he has been able toa
olTereil i'.r sale two years ngo
JI'i.imiO. but at that time It was con- grado about about three kilometer"
to date 450 kilometers
sidered much higher priced than It Is day, And up
his Increased
today at JHO.0O0. If Lat Crucen Im-i- n have been graded. Withtwo
months h
oves as much In the next twii year force, In the course of
constructing Japanese Costumes Only Rework
of
as It has during the past two years, will push the
the remaining 2,000 kilometer, and
ibis property will prove a valuable In- expects
to complete the entire work
vestment.
quired of the Waiters at the
within eight years. He will leave the
4
capital for Mazatlan Saturday.

PROFESSIONAL

Money to Loan

married: near railroad preferred. Apply C parts of the world.
J. Canning, Wagon Mound1, N. M.
THE1 HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED All round butcher; for full InRooms S end 4, Grant BIdg.
formation correajxmd w'th Turner
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Ground. Kast Im Vega, N. M.
OPEN EVENINGS.
Apply Matthew!
Two mllkera.
WANTED
303
Avenue
West
i niru iireeei.
lalry. 510
lass

HELP WANTED Female
mands of Commerce ComWANTED Girl for general housework; small family; good wages.
mission as to Pecos Valley leaders In the movement for the deApply mornings. J. Leo Clarke, 509
velopment of that part of the valley,
tf
W. Roma ave.
Rates.
and did much to bripg the thirteenth Henry 6.
Reimer, Insurance WANTKD UlrTfnr Keneml housework, famNational Irrigation congress to El Paso
ily nf twe. Mm. Helway, 714 N. Third.
and has been an active force In the
Man, Weds Columbus, Ohio, WANTKD At the Economist, an experi
The Santa Fe railroad has paid but development of all New Mexico. Mr.
In the millinery de
enced salenwoinun
little attention of the recent order of Martinez telegraphs to the Morning
tf
partment.
Girl
After
of
Acquaintance;
us
follows:
the interstate commerce commission Journal
Lady teweher to teach .lemej
WANTED
1,
907.
Tex.,
Sept.
Paso,
"El
for reductions in the freight rates on
Springs puhllc aihool; only competent
Two Weeks.
"The Morning Journal, Albuquerque,
with experience need apply: Rood
of
to
1

goods,

houaeHnld

Pianos,

stored safely at reasonable rates. Phona
640.
Tha Seéui;ty Warehouse A Improvement Co. Offices In the Grant Block, Third
street and Central avenue.

Persona! Property Loans

.

ROM ANT C

STORAGE
5FÁNTED

i.

ALBUQUERQUE
IN

!

Mail who understand furniture
WANTED
business, for general work; arxl drive wagATTOHXTCVR.
on. , F. H. Wrong, .econil 'and' Copper.
On Furniture, Piano. Orjtans, Horses,
W.
K.
San
handy
must
BRYAN
on
be
Wagons and other Chattels; also
WANT KlTJiTnl tor;
Attorney at Law.
wtth tools, ' Jood wagee.. Address T. Jour- Salaries and Warehouse. Receipts, as
nal offloe.
iow as $10.00 and aa high as $160.00. Office In First National Bank Building,
Boya 14 to 16 years of
WANTED
Loans are quickly made and strictly Alhunviprnue. New Mexico.
American Lumber Company.
private. Time: One month : to one
PIIA'SKANS AT SURfilOONS.
between 14 and 1G, at year given. Goods to remain In your
WANTED Roy
American Lumber Company.
possession. Oor rates are reasonable. DU. CHAS. A. PRANK
rePhysician and Surgeon.
General merchandise oJerk
WANTED
Cal! and see us before borrowing.
Special attention given to. . Skin,
quire! Rood position at once. Age 27; Steamship 'tickets to and from all

Success in Securing the Sixteenth National Meeting of

The Morning Journal has addressed
a number of inquiries to prominent
men in New Mexico or who are deeply interested in New Mexico, asking
for their views as to the benefits to
be derived by the territory from the
holding of th next National Irrigation congress In this city. The iirst
reply to this Inquiry Is from Hon.
Felix Martinez, of El Paso, Texas. Mr.
Martinez Is heavily Interested in New
Mexico and particularly In the lower
Rio Orando valley. He is one of the

ORDERS
No Move

Horseshjter: first class
WANTED
& Frank, 305
Smith
floor man.
- '
Copper ave.
Messenger boys. Apply
WANTED'
to the PoHtal Telegraph company, tf

the Great Western Organization.

CARRY 0111

!2ffi

!

Male

HELP WANTED

and New Mexico

Albuquerque

AÍ)VÍTÉfÑfS

i.owmn, llasS.

Irrigation Congress Will
Be ofIncalculable Benefit
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:

ÍRE SEEK TO CLOSE UP

Idons RAABE

T
C

L

f.l B

I

SALOONS AT

I N G

N.

II5-1I- 7

Our Watermelons are always fresh from the
ranch and are guaranteed
They are now 2 cents per
pound, and we follow the

UPWARD

;

PARTIAL REPORT ON

AMERICAN LUMBER CO,

ASSESSMENT INCREASES

.

Grant

""

II

.

WOULD DRIVE THEM OUT

market,
We' are handling

County

Leads With Charge That' Licenses Are Ille$600,000; Chaves Has Half gal and that Places MainMillion! Lincoln Has $170,- tained by Montoya and Jones
000 and Bernalillo $130,000,
Are Nuisances,

The tremendous growth of New
Mexico in all sections during the past
year Is shown in' impressive figures
by the tax rolls of some fifteen of
the twenty-fiv- e
counties which have

On the ground

than

not less

.

$3,000,000.

Grant

county leads with an increase of more
than $600,000" Chaves county has increased more than $500,000, Lincoln
county has Jumped more than $175,-00while Bernalillo county has an
increase of $130,000. The figures thus
far received show the following:
Bernalillo county" total valuation.
$4,157,648; amount subject to taxation. $3,540,641: net gain, $130,234.
Chaves county, total valuation, $3,- 748.891; amount subject to taxation;
$2,451,383; net gain, $43,997.
Eddy county, total valuation,
subject to taxation, $2,507,- 745; net gain, $353,141.
Lincoln county, total valuation, $1,- r.11.974 ; subject to taxation, $1,438,-281- :
net gain, $175,086.
McKlnley county, total valuation
$983,364; subject to taxation, $952,- 764; net gain, $4,279.
Mora county, total valuation, $1,
386,855: subject to taxation, $1,293,
855; net gain, $30,00.50.
Pan Juan county, total valuation,
subject to taxation,
$1,095,151.13;
$983,351.13: net gain. $72,351.13.
Sierra county, total valuation, $1,
435,036: subject to taxation, $1,348,
859; net gain, $107,612.
Tao county, total valuation, $792,
466; subject to taxation, $677,066; net
gain. $42,976.
Torrance county, total valuation,
$622,241; subject to taxation, $571.- 471: net gain, $46,448.
Union county, total valuation,
net gain. $207,503.
county
total valuation.
Valencia
$1. 310.984. 4; subject to taxation,
net gain. $38,876.87.
0,

,

Now Owning

Corporation

Low Line Ditch Rights

the
De-

The Monarch Grocery Co.
:

307 W. Central Ave.

D RUN F

1

203

Whenever you want your rrcaorlptlons filled promptly and accurately or
if you want DRUGS aiul MEDICI NTS sent up to your house In a hurry;'

Central

West

Avenue

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO
BLUE FRONT.

-

-

-

117

AXMINSTER,

205

S Second

VELVET,
BODY

BRUSSELS,

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,

HOW

ABOUT THAT

NEW

FALL

'ART SQUARES, Etc.

LINOLEUM
stock of printed and.
inlaid linoleum is the largest ever shown in this
jity.

SUIT?

Our

BORN'S BLUE BOOK OF FALL 1907 SAMPLES IS ON OUR
HANDSOMER

COUNTER,

AND

MORE UP TO DATE THAN

-

EVER,

examine our
stock and we will see that
you save money by buying
your fall needs from us.
Come and

EVERYBODY EACH YEAR IS BECOMING MORE INTERESTED
IN

THAT'S

CLOTHES.

A

SIGN OF PROGRESS.

JECTS TO IMPROVING HIS APPEARANCE,

Albert Faber
FURNITURE,

.

i

CERTAINLY

,

BIG FUN

APPEAR-ANC-

E.

WHEN YOU BÜY CLOTHES WHY NOT

AND THAT ARE MADE FOR YOU PERSON-

FEEL RICHER IN ONE OF OUR MADE TO MEAS-

YOU WILL

THE

CLOTHES

ALLY?

W. Central Ave.

0

OB-

THOSE THAT ARE MADE TO CONFORM WITH YOUR

MEASUREMENTS

and DRAPERIES.
308-31-

BUY

AND

HAVE A GREAT DEAL TO DO WITH

THEREFORE,

CARPETS

NO ONE

URE SUITS THAN YOU DO WITH THE PRICE OF IT

SHOW

POCKET.

TRY ONE.

YOUR

IN

WE GUARANTEE IT.

Suits $5 to $40

111!

At

1'

Our Fall Styles In Men's . Clothing

Matson's

HAVE ARRIVED.

A

LEARN ABOUT BOYS'

about Impression unon the crowd, ('urley,
spinal cord which
complete paralysis from the waist the champion buck and wing dancer,
down. The accident reunited In what doe several stunt on the stagej and
In really a fracture of the spine, yet he challenge
any local dancer to beat
operation hltn. A an Inducement,
as a result of yesterday'
a valuable
and
Armijo ha a chance for hi life
be offered. The price re
to
nrl.e
hi
limb. main thwame, 10 and 20 cent. t
for recovery of the use of
The operation was a raising of the
was
vfry(J
and
vertebrae,
com pressed
t
tr atdt rmlM'if
delirare, ann in me omiiuui iir"-- j J 'l4iJ flWw l v'i
i
:h
"
of In- - m.imarh. Tike
slon a very Interesting one. ,Th
4r
rl
t.ims h fln.l l.lvr TublMi to
eratinj siinteons wr Doctor Jomei Inln disorder
nd'tln' li'k hunbiptioj M1
It. Wroth, 1 U. Coinlili and W. V.; thli
'
U drtutiiliu.
l
Fur
I dlifipi'.
f pargo.
I

STICK TO IT THAT YOU

WILL

HAVE

THERE ARE NONE "JUST AS GOOD."

AND

and
YOUTH'S CLOTHING. INSIST ON SEEING

THE-SA-

AND OVERCOATS

OUR

a

HOUSES

STAND

BACK

OF EACH GUARANTEE AND WE

PROTECT

OUR CUSTOMERS.

Parker

Lucky
Curve

a WIUTTF.N
Wo give yo
(U'AKANTKK with every pro. Wo
have them hi all aien and all

j

I

!

BL0CH MAKE, COSTING NO

$3.50, $5.00 and $6.00

That write smooth and eaoy and
don't IcnW. nor aoll your flngrr,
buy

STEIN

PECK GUARANTEED BRAND OF BOYS'. SUITS

Fountain
Pen

At Hie Mlg Tent.
"The Yankee From the West." a

MAKES.

$15.

Ir.

comedy drama possessing many opporAn operation was performed at 8t. tunities for excellent hlstronle work,
afteryesterday
Joseph' sanitarium
was presented at the tent theater by
noon In an effort to save the life of the Nve Dramatic company last night
who
man,
a
Armijo.
lumber
Antonio
Tonight
to a ftood sized audience.
oiir'l .Mondy wim employed by the
"The Runaway Girl," a straight comDomingo
Lumber company, at U. edy, will be the offering, and a splencamp near Domingo. Monday, while did concert program I to be given,
at work, Armijo In Home manner was after the performance. "Tnele Tom's
struck by a heavy log which rolled Cabin," the' famous melodrama, was
over hi bin k, crushing the vertebrae, presented last night complete In the
and causing a compression on the moving pictures, Hnd made quite an
brought

CELEBRATED

NO OTHER BRAND FOR

Willi

Camp

.THE

MORE THAN OTHER

d.

6

BOATRIGHT, Phone
1013.

M.

D.

-

F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY
i "tl,l KKT r:TRl.AVK. t

4

1
uBJMBMIHa3

Q

L Washburn-

.

W. Central Ave.

UTO

LIVES

'

AMMUNITION.

1MB MAG IKE

204
W. Gold

ROYAL WILTON,

U

.""

CUTLERY,

DRUGGIST

THE NEW RURAL COMEDY

p--

HARNESS AND SADDLES,

B. RUPPE CaJlUp Telephone 789

Phone 80.

have just received the
new Fall styles in Rugs,
comprising all the Jatest
pattern's in
,

number of Albuquerque men
SUCCESS
were notified yesterday of the filing
E
of an action against the Bio Grande
land. Water and Power company of
St. Louis and Albuquerque, in which
National bank
the Merchants-Ijicled- e
of St. Louis seeks to recover $37,000,
with Interest and costs, on notes of
the company to the bank. The suit
Is filed In the district court for St.
THE COUNTRY. BOY
Grande
Imls county, Mo. The Klo
Is
Land, Water and Power company
Incorporated under the laws of Mis- McGillivray Auto Party Spends;
souri, although its operating headquarters arc located In Albuquerque.
Night in the Mountains and A STORY OF PLAIN FOLKS.
It was organized by K. V. Hchutt and '
others to take over the rights . of ' the
Gathers Up Enormous Appeold Low Line Ditch company, and to
ev sinking anil dancing numcomplete and extend that enterprise.
tite,
very
ber.
The company has conducted a
All special Hccncry and effects,
extensive advertising campaign advalvertising lands In the Rio Grande
ntrlctly a high class product ion.
Duncan Mctiilllvnty, of Kstunela. N
ley rilonif Its proposed canals. The
M., one of the promoter of the Albu- on
sued
notes
the
alleges
that
action
'Valley automobile,
(uerqui-Kstanc- ln
fire past due. The company has of-- 1 route, arrived in Albuiuero,uo yester-- l
CAST
UNEXCELLED
AN
(ees here. In the Occidental building. day afternoon at 1 o'clock In hi tour- A committee of the Commercial club,
ing auto huvlng made the trip here
(ww r.Mwntlv named to Investigate and from Kstancla over the proposed
report on t,,? company's plans, action
route for the auto line. He, was achaving been made necessary because companied
Seats on Sale Wednesday,
by Mrs. McOllllvray and
advertisof the company's extensive
of Kstancla.
ing campaign and the attention Is whs Mrs. L. K. Densmore,
September 11.
"We had a hard and adventurous
drawing to Bio Grande lands and an trip,"
said Mr. Mctillllvray. "We left
which hHS not thus far
enterprise
The Kstancla Tuesday morning and were
gone Into active construction.
up the mountains toward Tirompa nv was recently made defend-ai- running
canyon when a cylinder on the
In St. Limls in a suit to recovar jera
PRICES 35c, 50c, 75c.
auto blew out.
some $250 on a printing bill.
"The accident compelled u to remain over night In the mountains, and
say, but It was cold.
'e were nearly Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
frozen," and Mr. McOllllvray xhud-dere"Hut this morning, after hard
'
work, we succeeded In temporarily
repairing the break. Our run Into Al Arthur E. Walker
huiiuerque wa uneventful, except thai
Pire Insurance.. Secretary Mutua,
our appetite
Increased with each Riilldlns Association.
I'lioiie 65
BROKEN
West (ntrl Atmiu.
mile."
!im
Hturges
The. party stopped at the
Mcand late yesterday afternoon
Ollllvray hud hi car taken to a garIP lOU WANT
age, where the, cylinder and
other
break will be repaired preparatory
I
for the return trip.
.
Mr. McOllllvray spoke enthusiastically of the automobile route, and
while he declared that a large lot of
work
In reconstructing
the road
Antonio Armijo Paralyzed From through
the Tijera canyon will have
of
will be
an
Result
accomplished,
auto
to
be
the
Down
Waist
as
running to thl city by the lirst of OcDomingo
Lumber
Accident at
tober. . .

.

ENAMELED WARE,

Elk's Theater Friday, Sept.13

A

'

'

THE PRESCRIPTION

We

alleged the defendant deserted the
plaintiff without giving any cause.
Upon May 6th, 1905, the defendant returned and promised to forget past
differences and live with his wife.
Their reunion lasted one week,
his
when the defendant again left
wife, and his present whereabouts are
bepetitioner
unknown, although the
at
lieves that Delowery Is residing
Pana, Ills. Besides praying for an absolute divorce, Mrs. Delowery seeks
the custody of her three sons.
Tliirty-Oii- p
Jury Trials IXu kcicd.
Twnntv-on- e
civil rases are docketed
on the jury trial docket for the September term of the Bernalillo county
district court which convenes soon.
i'lHsmbliiK' Mar (iocs to Gallup.
The sequel to the "disrobing" performance on the Santa Fe depot platKlla
form Tuesday night. In which
Johnson, a negro woman from Los
Cerrillos en route to Gallup, was the
star character, occurred in police
court yesterday morning when the
upon
duskv Amazon was arraigned
the charge of disorderly conduct and
The woman plead.'d
drunkenness.
guilty and was ordered sent to the
dtys.
twenty
county jail for
The sentence was later suspended
permitting the woman to proceed to
Gallup.

fendant in Action to Recover
$37,500 on Notes,

WEHI

stoves and Ganges,
kitchen utensils,'

Fords sold In
'
, Albuquerque, Try them,

M.

Delowery.
The couple were married at Gallup,
August 4th, 1891. and lived together
until September 27th, 1904, when it U

RIO GRANDE

'

GS.

Tliclr lteeonclllatlon Was Brief.
Desertion and abandonment Is the
plea ofvMrs. Treasa Delowery makes
In her petition, filed yesterday in the
district court for McKlnley county,
praying to be divorced from James

AGAINST

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

sweetest-

loons.

1

BIG SUIT

that J.

and

-Rocky

Montoya
and Charles Jones, who conduct sa
loons at Thoreau, N. M., near the
logging camps of the American Lumber company, are violating the territorial laws and maintaining nuisances,
the Lumber company yesterday filed
suits in the district court for McKln
ley county, seeking to enjoin the further operation of the two saloons.
In the petition the lumber company
alleges that the employes of the com
pany ar$ wont to patronize these saloons when on duty and as a result be
come Intoxicated and unfit for work
and that this occurs so frequently as
to become a serious nuisance to the
company and a hindrance to Its oper
ations.
It is further alleged that the saloons
are not within the limits of the town
of Thoreau, although they purport to
be operating
under license in that
town, and that they are therefore violating the territorial law prohibiting
a saloon In any settlement of less thai,
100 people.
The company seeks a
permanent Injunction to restrain further operation of either of the sa-

thus far returned to the territorial auditor In Santa Fe. Almast every
county in the territory will show
a large assessment increase this year
and the total Increase is estimated by
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford

at

-

"
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second elaee matter at the
Catered
poitoirice at Albuquerque. N. II., aader act
t Congrua nf Mareh S. 1171.

It

TIIK
JOrVN'AX
TBC MOKMNO
I.KA1HNO REPrBLlf AN PAPER OT KE

Mexico, arppoRTi.Nd

or

th

mtNCTri.M
PARTY A IX THf

THE REPUBLICAN
TINE, AND THE MK fROIMI OF THE RR.
FVBIMAN PARTY WHEN THE. ARE
RIGHT.

liig for Matehuúd foH New México lotf
twenty-fiv- e
year, and while It ha
opposed such fake schemes a would

serve to Injure the cause rather than
nelp. It has always had a ready and
willing hand for every movement of
the kind that gave any promise whatever of success, and It Is prepared to
render the caue a great deal more
assistance at present than it could
have rendered at any time In the past,
because Its circumlatton now reaches
every nook and corner of the terrl-or- y
and It takes pleasure In assuring the governor that Its beat efforts
are at his command In the Important work which he is now undertaking and which may prove to.be
the distinguishing feature of his administration.
TIIK HKJOEST IX THK WOKJJ.

Iaat Satilrilay evening about 9
I.ararr rlrralatioa thaa any other paper I
w Meitr.
The only paper la New Meslra o'clock,
the Lusitania, the largest
leeace erery aay ia iae year.
ship ever built In the World, sailed
from Queenstown for New York, and
"The Morning Journal baa a higher ilrrn-I- n as she was thought to be able to make
t loa ratina thaa la aeeordea ta may other
paper la Alhaqnerqae ar aay other dally la the trln across the Atlantic In about
New Meiico." The American Newspaper Pt- - four days, she should hare arrived on
twlwj.
this side some time lapt flight.
It Is Just a hundred years since FulTERMS OP 81 BSCRIPTION.
ton's Clermont steamed up the Hudson
Pally, by mall, on ytar, la ádranos.
at the rate of Ave miles an hour, much
Daily, by carrier, ona month
Dally by mall, ona moath
.it to the surprise of the river ex'perta of
the time, who looked upon Fulton as
ALBl'QL'ERQi'E
NEW MBXICO a visionary. The Clermont and the
Lusitania sharply mark the contrasts
a century In steam navigation. Fulof
.
I1IA.MK A t)XSTITl-TIOXton's boat was 133 feet long, with an
engine of nineteen
The
In an Interview with the Santa Ke
Lusitania's length Is 785 feet and her
Nrw Mexican, which was given to the horse-pow6, 000. Fifty years ago
public by thai imppr nn Monday aftthe steamship Great Kastern, 700 feet
ernoon, Iielegate Andrews kukkpbIh long, was
discarded as a freak giant
that the people of New Mexico frame without practical utility. Her horsea
this fall, and make ap- power was 8,000, or less than
plication for adrniMHion lo the union
that of the new Cunarder. The
as a Mate at the opening of the next Lusitanla's tonnage Is 38.000, with a
congress and the Morning Journal depth of 60
On her trial
feet.
pleasure in endorsing most trips she made n fraction over twenty-si- x
take
heartily the wisdom of auch a course
knots, or about a mile in two minon the part of the territory.
utes, showing that she Is the swiftest
We believe this Is Governor Curry' as well as the largest vessel on the
opportunity, and mich an opportunity ocean.
ms may never knock at his door again.
Some comparatively new principles
Delegates to a constitutional conven- In navigation are Involved in the runtion were elected lust fall, and though ning of the Lusitania.
She la driven
they were chosen for the purpose of by turbine engines, which but recent' acting In conjunction with delcgate.s
ly emerged from
the experimental
from Arizona, wc do not see' that un- stage. Her daily consumption of coal
der the circumstances there could be Is 1,000 tons and her fuel, as well as
any valid objection to them acting machinery, take up an immense
Of course, the delegates to 'amount of room. She Is not a freightalone.
such a convention should be chosen er. She has been built at a cost of
upon a strictly nonpartisan
basis; oxer $6,000,000 on the presumption
they should come ttigether as the rep- that passengers will always prefer the
resentatives of the whole, people, with-im- f biggest And fastest vessels, that they
regard to party or faction, and if are not only willing but eager lo pay
the governor finds upon looking over for Improved facilities, and enjoy
the lint of delegates chosen hM year turning a trip across the ocean Into a
that they are of this character, he short sojourn In a most luxurious
should call them together to frame a floating hotel, supplied with every
constitution, or if, on the other hand, comfort and convenience that can be
he should be convinced that a majority commanded on land.
of them are not proper persons to be
How much further can this compeentrusted with such a duty, he should tition be carried? The end is not In
call the legislature together to provide Night.
Engineering authorities ven
for another election. And even In ture to set no limit 'for the next centhat case there will be am:le time, tury. To increase the speed from six
for congress doea not meet till the teen knots to twenty-si- x
required that
first Monday In December, and really the power be multiplied by twelve,
to
more
attempt
do
anything
does not
the displacement by. four and a half
than routine work tilt after the holi- and the cost by six, but with a saving
day recess. We have no Idea, how- in the passage of two days twenty-thre- e
ever, that the latter course will be
hours. While the cost of buildthought necessary, since the delégate ing the new Cunarder Is over $6,000.-00a
were
selected as
chosen last fall
its monthly outlay will reach
rule, without repaid to their parly $150,000.
affiliations.
The condition existing at the pres"So come, let' get together
let's
ent time will be found peculiarly In- not divide the house; this will moke
viting to Much an attempt mi the part It fall only the easier. Let's cease to
of the territory. It goes without say- be hoodwinked by Charlestonlans; let's
ing that our people, of alt panics deafen our earn to the insidious agenand factions, want New Mexico to be cies of the plutos; let's open our eyes
made a state alone If we can, or tn to the true statu of affair and
conjunction with Arizona If we must.
our rights; let's Instrust no
Governor Curry'a well known personal longer Ellsha's rod to (Jehazl. cease
friendship with the president gives delegating our power to babes and
him a chance to get closer to the
weaklings, tmt rather to vigorous manre ii live ear than any other citizen of hood who will stand and fight for the
the territory could hope to get, and common good In spite, of hell." So
Ihl. together with his thorough naya a South Carolina newspaper, and
knowledge of our people, and the con-(i- the New York Tribune adds;
"We
Ions existing here, will give him know who III Win Is. He lives In Linmore Influence than any one rise could coln. Neb. But who is this flehazl?
hava In freeing Mr. Koosevelt's mind Can he be Colonel Wattcrson?"
of er objections ha may have to the
New Orleans I following Calves-ton'- s
admission of New Mexico to atatehood
lone;
And in addition to that,
example and welcoming immi, bus
a Bpeilal claim at this grant nn their arrival with speeches
time, not only upon the president, but and refreshments.
What Is more,
upon congress, also, for a favorabla both title are guaranteeing Immeconsideration of our appeal for
diate employment at good wage, with
because we accepted what no "rakv-off- "
to a padrone. If alien
we regarded as the onerous condition
visitor are wise they will head for
Imposed upon u laat year, and were the gulf ports, where opportunity and
"lurried down" without any fault of hospitality await them, and even purour own, after eongrecs had voted to sue them. Instead of clogging up still
let u come In, and a very large ma- further the foreign quarter of our aljority of our pedple had voted tn ac- ready overburdened northern titles.
cept Jhe term.
(Miarle M. Schwab will give $1.000,-00- 0
In view of these conditions we would
to the t'nlverslly of 1'ennsylvanla.
eem to have a much wronger cai-than any other territory ha been able This will not arouse half a much ento prevent, and ran very properly ask thusiasm at the university a would
for our admission at the hand of con- be noticeable If he could give It a footgress, not only as a favor, but really ball tram that could be depended upon
to heat Yale and Princeton.
as a matter of Justice.
There ha been more or les talk
Some belated agitator ha started
about "single atatehood for Nrw Mex"Should wive get
ico" at rilffeient time during the last the discussion:
alarle?" Hut the New York Tribune
six months, but it has been mere wind,
and signified nothing. In the form, want lo know whether It wouldn't
however. In which the matter present be more apropos to discus: "Should
Itself this time, It ha some force and husband get rebate for turning over
iersnabe foundation, and If Gov- the i pay envelope unopened?"
ii
ernor Curry shall push thr matter, af
It I hardly fair, the Kansas City
we have ieaon tt hclleva he will, and Journal thinks, to saddle all the blame
hii!J receive the support of practicalfor the Increased coat of living onto
ly all the progressive people of the
the truat. Th farmer are fast getterritory, which will undoubtedly bo ting rich from the good price paid
given him, thete I no good reason by wage-earnand other for the
why our application
for admission necessaries n life.
,
ron-a-rcannot be ready and watting for
I
better tn be rautloua than
It
when It meet oB ttle first Moncomday of next December, and we shall sorry a truth whose wisdom
be more than a little mirprlsed If the mending Itself quite forcibly Just now
governor I not able, In the meantime, lo the elegraph operator who "didn't
to secure the Insertion of a very favor even wait to ba called nut."
able endorsement f our appeal In the
At thl distance It look a If the
prenident message.
exchanged
woman
Socialist
who
While all of this will not b enough Karle, her husband,
for IZGn.OOo In
to Insure our admission. It will help real good money,
made an exceptionala great deal, anil Incidentally It will ly
food
trad.
at thet am tima serve, lo rorrti t ,a
go.ni i ni' errara
publi" witifd 'flapnh'l peftiap the only country In
fei'i.flioHT New Mexico and II populrt-lio- o the world where the fitsliloim In Wom
en ilie have ron i lirmiird materially
ind resources.
w
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3HE PHOPKK WAY

TO BEG'IX.

The action of the congress at The
Hague regarding the formalities to be
observed at the beginning of a war
between sovereign states Is In a measure a reversion to ancient practice.
The sending of letters of defiance before committing an act of hostility was
well established under the law of ancient Rome, and th,e practice, only
varied by the substitution of heralds
for letters, was generally maintained
in Europe down to the middle of the
seventeenth Century, the Swedish declaration of war against Denmark in
1657
perhaps the last example.
Theretteriiuch,,., declarations were
omitted and were usually, though not
always, replaced with simple announcements made by the belligerents within their own domains or to
neutral powers, setting forth the fact
that war had been begun and explaining the causes of it.
The action of the congress la probably suiTrtiently definite to serve its
purpose, though it leaves considerable
latitude of diacretion. Hostilities must
not begin without the giving of unequivocal notice In advance. In the
form of a declaration of war or of an
ultimatum with conditional declaration of war. But It Is not stated how
long in advance such notice of declaration must be given. A minute would
fulfill the conditions of the resolution
as well as a month,, so that there will
still be a chance for a belligerent to
be "quick on the trigger," as was
Japan. Again, It Is decreed that notice of the beginning of war must be
made "without delay" to neutral powers, as soon as the war begins, but
the giving of such notice Is not compulsory if It is certain that the neutral powers know of the existence of
the war without It.
The mission of the congress at The
Haue, as the world has understood,
Is to make wars less liable to occur,
but this latest action merely provides
for having them begin In a more gentlemanly way and we doubt whether
that leads In the direction of peace.
General Sherman's definition of war.
we believe, has never been seriously
questioned, and since it is. and must
ever be, hell, we Incline to the opinion
that the better course Is to let it be
Just as hellish and repulsive as possible. We certainly cannot discourage
It by making the road thai leads to It
smoother and more genteel.

MORNING JOURNAL,
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for a raise from $2 to $3.50 at the Gallup mines. It begins to look as If the
mine owners were trying to get rich
quick and charge as much for their
black diamonds as they would for
.
gold ore.
Hogglshness Is wit a strong enough
oppression for people who Juggle their
prices as the mine owners at Gallup
have done. ...
On top of this the Santa Fe raised
its freight rates on coal $2.30 to $2.4 5,
and on October 1 will raise that to
!?.70.
This added to the price of the coal
at the mine marks the fuel cost the
Added to that
$7.20.
local dealer
must be the expense of drayage and
handling, the shrinkage in transit,
the redrayage when delivered to the
patron, so that from this standpoint,
at least, the local dealer is not making
a fortune out of the coalv business at
the present prices.
. .There Is something wrong, however,
when the Santa Fe, which uses only
the Gallup coal, makes Its raise and
the mines make the raise. It certainly does not coit the railroad comd
pany
of the price It charges
for transportation to deliver that coal
to El Paso, yet it wants still more
money for freightage.
.It certainly does not coft the minof the
ing people at Gallup one-haamount thfcy charge for that coal, yet
the chances ore that they will make
at least one and possibly three more
advances In the price of coal before
the winter Is ended should it prove to
be an unusually cool one.
The dealers should raise their complaint and they should give the press
the facts and let the public know why
It has to pay such an enormous rate
for the fuel it burns.

.

How About That
Printing Bill?
One hy one, Governor Curry Is undoing the casi of the late unlamepted

Hagerman

administration,

and

.

one

after another the legislative and other
deal under that fake reform administration are coming to naught. The
'
Almanac '
El

Paso Thinks the Dealers

Should Explain.
(El Paso New.)
The newspaper of Denver are howling because coal was Increased one
dollar per Ion. They have written
column after column of new stories
and editorial about the "grow abuse"
of th people and the people's right
In th mailer.. Thl la amusing to El
I'SNoan. The price of coal went up
her last week from $7 to ID a ton
and nobody up to thl time ha ald a
word about It. We have accused no
one of trying to form a trust or boost
the price of coal in the Pas city.
However. It I a hard matter for the
public to understand why when the
mine
at Gallup raise the price of
ron I l lie railroad
should nlso hate
.
o imili a, raise.
n,t
to tfiu reusoll
It is uncxplnlnéd

,..

Tomatoes

r
LEGGETT-PI'AT-

Tf

!!o,l8)rii

Tomatoes for máking catsup; 25 pound box for

spring Is made from
1 single cone, patented
tcel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose. It Is also
as
attached to our ' patent heavy cross wire foundation, between,
well as on the slat, and making it perfectly noiseless. It is also finNo.

60c

The No.

all-ste- el

9

ished and enamel baked in ovens which are excelled by none. While
it Is specially intended for heavy weights it is equally good for medium weights. We have beea selling these springs for about' ten
years and have never seen or heard of one sagginsr. We and the
"makers themselves guarantee this spring for ten years and the price Is
only $5.00. For sale only by the

Tbmatoci for preserving,

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO., West End of the Viaduct.

extra selected, 25 .pound
box for

85c
ORDER

Tucson Merchant Awarded $()()( by
Court on Account of H iving Been
Forcibly Ejected from Tram in Mississippi.

IN

ADVANCE.

"A SURE THING"

laloy's

GETS DAMAGES FROM
ILLINOIS CENTRAL ROAD

That Loose Leaf Devices, special made

rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are time savers.

B.H.Briggs&Co

H.

DRUGGISTS.
Proprietor

af AUarsdo

Pharmacy,

Gold

Hlghlnnd Pharmacy, Cerner of .East
tral and Broadway.

OI K NEW TKI.KPHONE
M MBKR IS
. KRMKMBKK
THKKK 19
ALWAYS A COUKTEOim CI.KKK READY
TO TAKK YOl'R ORDKR. NO MATTER
CO,
HOW SM AM,. F. U. PRATT

See E. O. Price

hut for? Why, to get ym a home chrHp and stop pitying rent. We have a nice 4 room
house for $1,100, $450 rimh, hiilnncc $IS per month, with privilege of paying hnlunra

Vt

ADS

Not Coal
FOR PITbLICATlON.

room bricks, modern,

Inrreiiae In value.

Department of tha Interior, Land Office at
Banta Fe, N. M, August 19, 1907.
Notice la hereby given that Ambrorlo

--

We have two frame cot luges for $7,000 each, 5 rooms and ha III.

h! uny time.
S

NOTICK

Journal Building.

921.

Cen-

FOKTV-KI.-

MORNING JOURNAL WANT
BRING RESULTS

LITHGOW,

S- -

Bookbinder and Rubber stamp maker. Phone

Avenue and First Street.

Two

one $:I,I50, one $2,600, all well lomted and property that will

Don't be afraid lo invest, this' town

never be cheaper, vn the contrary, will

stake

Is here

to slay and property will

my reputation as a reul estate man

that

It will go higher.

Ranchea, of Old Albuquerque.
N. M., has
died notice of hi Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his claim, viz:
Homestead Entry No. 7,100, made July t,
I H02.
fon the KE',4 flection 34. Township JN,
Range 12W, and that said
proof will be
made before H. W. S. Otero, United Stale.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N, M,
on October S, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to prove
hi
residence upon, and culticontinuous
vation of, the land, vi: FeHclano Chavas.
Preahito Chavea, Balvador Baca, Magdaleno
Baca, all of Old Albuquerque, N: M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

212 S. Second St.
SEE E. O. PRICE,
TKI.KI'HONE
838.

MartlaniTs
V'

NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at
Hants Fe, New Mexico, Auguat IB, 1907.
Notice Is hereby (tren that Bplfanlo
of Albuquerque, N. M., haa tiled notice
proof
of hla Intention to make final
in support of his claim, viz: Homestead entry No. 11. 40, made May 15. 1907, for tha
NWVt Section It. Township 10 N., Ranaa 3
W., and thnt said proof will be made bafors
H. W. 8. Otero. United Statea Court
at Albuquerque, K. M., on October

Hats

U

flu-rul- e,

t

five-ye-

5,

a i

Fall Opening

.nrr--.-

t

3

He names tha following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, vln: Cipriano Ranches, of
Pajarito, N. M.; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlaoo,
N. M.,
N. M ; El In. Chavez, of Albuquerque,
Gabriel Chaves, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

T
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all

KOHWF.IX AUTOMOBILE CO.
Mall and pHclKcr line between Roswell
N. M., and Torrance. N. M . dally, fiunday
Included, rnneotlng with all trains on the
Rock lalsnd and Sun ta Fe Central Railroads.
eave Roswoll at 1 p. m. Iave Torrance
on arrival of Rock Island train due at 2 a.
m. Running timo between the two points 6
Meals furnished at Camp Needmnre
hours.
free of charge. Excursion parties accommodated by notifying the company two days In
advance.

I

5

I'.

M.

and

7 to 0

I'.

M.

THE RUSSIAN DOUMA
luis not been much of a success, and bat
been closed by order of tbé erar. He evidently la somen Iml fearful that It will
aronae la the people a dee Ire for a mirra liberal form of government. Once you become
acquainted with the class of plumbing work
we do It will arouse In you a desire to entrust os with your plumbing work. If you
st
want to be free frota fnlure annoyances

CON'MKiNMENT OF ORANHKfl,
PEACHES,
FEAHM, HTKAW-HKKRIKETC.,
AT THE RICHELIEU
(10LU,
tiROCERV, II W.
PHONE SUA.
FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, Land O IT Ico at
Santa Fe. New Mexico. August 19. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Virgil ("parks,
N. M, las filad notlsé cf
nf Albuquerque.
his Intention to make final toramutatlon
proof In aupport of his claim, vis: Homestead Entry No. 1.706. mad Deoembsr 14.
1905, for the SB '4 Section 26, Township 10
N, Range
E, and that said proof will be
made before H. W. 8. Otero. United Htatea
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,

your plumbing contracts with retinóle
and responallile pert les. Let us furnlsb yoa
with an estimule.

Well Co.
J.ThL.Vromot
"Plumbar

122 W. Stiver At)e.

rap-Idl-

CHILDREN'S

western styles as wc pur

ern market.

;ltl'KM.

NOTICE

styles are distinctive from

chase exclusively in the east-

FRFKK

(Bag:
'NC.SBg"lr"'i

SHOES

LIGHTNING

te

HAY

The boys and girls of today

isi
as ,

tj"

tomorrow,

If

This, is the rea-

-

PRESSES. J. Korber & Co., N. Second

YOU'RE IN THE DARK,

-

r

-i

i

.

aa to whera to fo for your plumbing,
lat ni enlighten you. If yon want
brotan water or team pipa fixed, new
fixtures,
bathroom pnt In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. Wa do
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them with stylish, well
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on October 6. 1907.
He nsmes tha following witnesses tn prove
oontlniiou. residence upon, and cultivaThis In an ailment for whlrh Chamtir-laln'- a his
of, the land, vis.: Allan H. Bone. Mar-garit- o
tion
Pain Balm lia proven especially valuAlderete, Edward F. Otero, Manuel-It- a
In almoat evory Inttauo It aiTorda
able.
Swops,
all of Albuquerque.
prnmpt and permanent relief. Mr. I.ulie
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MUh., aaya of It:
lOrana n ofit a Orange,
Register.
planter and other remedies
"After u.l
for three
erica fur a'liart lame bark. I
bottle of Chamberlain's Tain Balm,
and two application, effected a cure." For
ale by all druajn.

New Crystal Progressing.
What Is to be the permanent home
of polite, modern vaudeville in this
y
city the new Crystal theater is
taking form In the building at
120 W. Gold avenue, adjoining Holm-bo- e
Bros., 5, 10 and 15 cent store.
The Moor has been raised so as to
give the. proper slant, a most natty
little stage Is be I n
built and the
front Is being taken out a real,
theater lobby being put In.
The Crystal company expect to
spend between $3.000 and $5,000 before they are through with the opening location In Albuquerque and we
understand that I only previous to
a line, modern vaudeville
theater,
which the company ha determined to
pay
erect here If the business
out a
It Is calculated to.
Manager Cordlvr,
who ha the work In hand, I somewhat of an expert at "putting In" new
houses for the company, he having Installed the Trinidad house eighteen
month ago, and ha also cariiod out
the balcony and magnificent Improveupon the Pueblo house last
ment
summer. When ofie step Inside and
pick
one' way among the sticks,
shavings, tool boxes and building materials, one question: "Do you expect to be open by next Monday?"
"Sure,- answer Cordler, who know
so well from past experience whtt can
be accomplished In that line and adds:
"If we don't, we'll be out a pock o'
nioney.
our act are contracted lo
begin with Monday, September 16th,
and whether we use them or not they
can hold u for their week' salary,
and that Item will be sufficient to
keep one In molasse candy for a Week
at least. The four Frank alone drV
t 00 and the other act In proportion.
No. we cun t afford to not open next
Monday night.
New and beautiful eenery and an
unusually attractive
"drop" curtain
from the company' own scenic studio In Denver will arrive the iBiter
part nf the week and be put In place.
No expense will be pared lo render
Albuquerque's runt llllloil
VolldeVHIt
a citmpleio) a niij) upon the irruí-- considering.
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We can make them any style or shape to suit your needs
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Speaking of the proposition ta Join
Arizona and Nevada Into one stale,
the Arizona Republican says:
"People have grown so accustomed
to talking about the ttatehood question and to devising plans for the salvation of Arizona against her will,
that they can hardly break off their
old habit. The latet project Is exploited In special dispatches from
Washington. I). C, to the Lo Angele
Time, the
and other
reputable Journals. The date of their
origin wa
after the Garfield announcement, but before tha president' letter to Governor Klbbey.
"The project
the uniting of Arizona and Nevada, rather,' the adding
of Arizona to Nevada.
It Is stated
that it I the child of some of the
statesmen who wera opposed to Jointure last year, but gives no clue to
their Identity. 'It I to laugh.' "
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S. Gortikov, the East Congress street
merchant of Tucson, got Judgment' In
court at Chicago for $2000 at a recent heuring of the case. Gortikov
claimed damages against the Illinois
Central In the sum of $250, says the
Tucson Star.
The case grew out of án Incident
which occurred at Grenada, Miss., last
December, w hen Gortikov wa. forcibly
ejected from a passenger train on the
tailroad of the defendant company.
The pliiinliff was obliged to remain
in Grenada four days awaiting a remittance from homo, sufficient in
amount to pay his bills nt Grenada
and a first class fare to Tucson.
Gortikov bought a first class round
trip ticket from Ticket Agent Cooper
and gave his personal check for tlv
amount. The conductor of the train
on which Gjrtikov was riding claimed
that the ticket was of the scalper
class, hence the ejectment.
The defendant company's agents enThe Brooklyn Citizen declares there deavored lo enter Into a compromise
Is nothing ip the condition of the with Gortikov, but failed In the efcountry to warrant any such depres- fort.
The Illinois Central has appealed
sion of stock values a has taken place from the decision of the lower court.
recently, and it is risking nothing to
predict that in a very short time this STAB WOUND.SAVES
will be realized by thousands of the
ROSWELL BOY'S LIFE
victims of the financial stampede. As
soon as the Inevitable recovery takes
place these shorn lamba will begin to Deadly Slabbing Affray in Pccoh ValInquire who It was that put up the Job
ley Town Has I nusual Kniling '
Wotilil-li- o
Murderer Disappears.
to shear them as they have been, and
when they do so they will not have
Apolonlo Caimo,nii, a young Meximuch difficulty in tracing the operation home to the leaders of the bear can of twenty years, and Jo.se Dolores
Olgln. another native son Just eighmovement. It has been In essence one teen, had a tight ;arly Sunday mornof the vilest conspiracies ever entered ing on South Pecos avenue over a
of $7 the. latter Is said
Into by men of large .means to enrich debt
owed the former, and although
to
themselves at the expense of the gen- thehave
older boy got the better of It as
g
eral
community. To call long as they were using their lists and
it a piece of
robbery on a gave his debtor a severe beating,
.urned the tables when Us
large scale is not to characterize It young Jose "get
even' and pulled his
decided to
with overseverity.
pocket knife, says the Roswell Record.
The Panama canal, which has been
Jose cut and stabbed Apolonlo sevtarget
many
the
for
of the common eral times In the neck, shoulder
Twice the knife
scolds In public life and for most of trnis and body.
blade entered the windpipe, and It Is
the malicious enemies of the adminis- a wonder Apolonlo did not bleed or
tration as well, has received compar- choke to death. The remarkable pa
atively few blows of late. That Is not of the case Is that his life wa.s saved
In the cheat, the hole thuj
by a
because of any change of heart on the made thrust
serving as a means of supplypart of the assailants, but because not ing air to the lungs. When surgical
even unfriendly travelers have been attention was finally secured it was
that his windpln- was comable to provide them with material for found
pletely stopped up with congeled
slurs.
Respiration Was still made,
blood.
however, and the surgeon found that
Kmperor William Is said to be the the hole In the chest was supplying
hardest-workin- g
man In Germany. He the air.
After the fight Jose disappeared and
often works eighteen hours a day. A
no telegrams could be sent, he was
London paper tell us that King Ed- as
not apprehended. He Is probably well
ward also Is on duty from fifteen to out of the country, by this lime.
Apolonlo was much better today,
eighteen hour out of every twenty-fou- r.
there ure strong hopes of his reWhy don't the monarch or- and
covery.
ganize a union?
I.AME BAO.

It Is Time to
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We want to. get their trade
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

and we want to keep it,;; We

have an extra fine "assortment this fall to select from,
Give us

THE SQUARE END OF IT
Is your

end of tt when yoa deal with us In
lumber, whether you want beams surfaced
one aids or four; boards plain or boards
planed, tnngued ami grooved; lath, shingles,
or what not without knots or othar defects.
If a Itlck of wood In this yard Isn't first
class we tell you so, and charge you only
"seconds" pile If you want It at all.
Tours for a square deal.

a trial,
FOR GIRLS.

VI. Kid .Shoe
Mox
Shoes
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Patent Kid 8hora

11.00 to$l.M
$1.23 to 2.00
$1.50 to $1.50

FOR BOYS.
Hntln Cn If Shop.
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GILANDE
LUMBER. COMPANY

Third and Marquette. Phone 8
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PRICE OF COAL HAS GONE
TO NINE DOLLARS THE TON
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THE GOLDEN

i.

neureti in .ine i.irm imiiug
yesterday and when the figures were
hung up here with a goose egg for Albuquerque the fans watching the bulletin let a yell out of them, for we
had scored in the first and it looked
like a victory, for Trinidad ts superstitious about the first inning score.
This was the way It happened.
first up yesOreen hit a
terday, Craig sacrificed him to third
and he scored on a passed ball.
In the second, however, the damage was done. There was one out In
the second and a man on first when
the next batter attempted to sacrifice,
and neither he nor Brierly connected
with the ball. The man went to third
on the passed ball, the next man hit
and Diamond doubled and scored the
first one. The next batter was thrown
out at first by Xiehoff, p.nd the next
man up ought to have gone the same
way. N'ihoff fielded his hit perfectly
and thre.v to Harper, who let the ball
go through him, and while Harper was
digging it out of the buggies two men
scored.
The' Trinldads played ball after that
and though they hit Galgano hard and
often the hits weren't placed right,
and oujy seven were registered, uf
these Green pot two, McClelland 1,
Niehoff 1, Brierly 1 and Metz 2. Albuquerque secured but five hits off

LIMITED

two-bagg- er

EL PASO

i
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Heart-

less Operators at Gallup for
Handing it to the Poor

The coal raise has struck El Paso,
and a wail has come from the unfortunate consumer on the border which
threatens to make the Denver roar
fade into Insignificance. Coal has
climbed up to Í9 a ton In El Paso, and
is still going, which is going Albuquerque's startling rate a little bit better.
The El Paso News says of the situation:
The people of ' El Paso are very
much aroused at. the Idea of having to
pay $9 per ton for coal this fall and
wirter, an Increase of two dollars over
the price of last winer, which at that
lime was thought to be extortionate.
But In 'this matter on increased
price of coal, El Paso does not stand
alone. Albuquerque. Denver and even
Philadelphia are affected by the same
state of the coal market, not to men.
When
tion, almost all other cities.
the
one
reads that . irf . Philadelphia
,
,
k'1'11"1
region in the world.
in Philadelphia coal this winter
win m, . u iuu, i u. o
"
for putting it in the b n. 'This
pure Uiuiuuui'i fctiwu ruuun .
we are, almost ;n-th- e
border or tne
anthracite coal region. Start a train
of cars at the mine, and it will run
down hill of Its own volition. Yet the
company
exacts Immense freight
rates, one of the items which makes
for extortion." In this case the cause
of high coal Is laid chiefly at the
door of the railroads.
In Denver, where the mines, are
only some thirty miles from the city,
coal is $!i per ton and the roar Is
immense at the cost. There, the cause
is said to be the nvarice of the robber barons who own the mines.
Albuquerque has coal mines so near
that the coal can 1p hauled to thn"
town by wagon, and that too, wPh
profit, though the mines thust closed
have not, been developed. Albuquerque s dependent for coal, for domestic purposes, upon Gallup, which Is in
an adjoining county. Yet they are
paying now about $7 a ton for the
black diamonds. The papers of that
city lay the recent rise upon the retail dealers of Albuquerque, of whom
there are but two.
To ascertain the reason why coal
has advanced to 9 in El Paso, the
Evening News sent a reporter to Interview the dealers or this city, and
it offers Its readers the following
facts, upon which ttie dealers are virtually agreed:
There Is but one kind of coal .used
in El Paso for domestic purposes, and
Formerly
that Is the Gallup coal.
sides the Gallup, the Cerrillos, the
AVhlte Qaks, the Snn Antonio or Carthage and even the IMossburg or Halón coals. The White Oaks mines,
the Cerrillos, the Carthage, have
eeawd . to be operated. The
ton and Dawson coals are of th
coking variety,
would not
and
be wed by the people of El Paso
for domestic purposes, even could they
be had, but they cannot be had, since
the Santa Fe and Southwestern on
which they are respectively situated
dispose of the entire output of each
section.
.
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WELL SATISFIED

Sept. 11. Secretary
Seattle,
Taft, former Governor John Y.
president of the chamber of
commerce: Senator Piles, Congressman Humphrey, General Clarence Ed- woiu, orv 1 iiii j
i niiurii, m un:
hamber of commerce, and former
Vnited states Senator John U Wilson,
Aberdeen today. At Tacoma
Congressman
Cushman ,i,nnt,r tlu;
. reception
was
and
.
to
Secretary
given
Tatt nt Aberdeen
by the citizens at the Young Men's
Republican club. The train left on
the return trip at 4:36 p. m. and wus
due in Seattle between It o'clock and
midnight.
AVash.,

Mc-Gra-

1

PACIFIC COAST LINE
STEAMER STRANDED
I.oa Angeles,

Cal., Sept. 11. Pacific
Coast line steamer Santa Rosa went

ashore this morning at Portuguese
band, seven nii'es from San Pedro
There was a hard'wlnd blowing at the

that the steamer

would be a n.'.ll
Tugs went to her assistance fr.vu
San Pedro and she was pulled lino
deep water at high ilde. The steadier
proceeded unharmed toward Redondo.
Tne hanta Rosa was bound for San
Diego to San Francisco and way ports
nnd carried a considerable list of passengers.

loss.

FX) R I FS.

to Worthless or Harmful Remedios.

Stimulating the scalp may allay the
itching of the dandruff, but that does
not cure the scalp. The disease worft
yield to quinine or capsicum nor alcohol, because it is caused by a germ
To cure dandruff the
or parasite.
germ must lie destroyed. Until re-- 1
cenlly there was no hair preparation,
or dandruff cure, or hair restorer on
the market that would kill that In- sldious gem that dries un the scalp
in little scales called dandruff, and ab- sorbes the vitality of the hair, causing
falling hair, and finally
baldness.
Newbro's Herplclde is the only reallv
scientific preparation to cure dand- ruff, prevent falling hair und bald- ne;s. ' Sold by lending druggists. Send
10c in stamps for sample to The Her-nldCo. Detroit, Mich. Two sizes,
50c and $1. B. H. Rriggs & Co., special agents.

de

Millinery opening at the Economist, this Thursday, September
12th, afternoon and evening. Music and souvenirs.
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j, Freight Wreck Xear Trinidad.
'A westbound Santa Fe freight was;

.

i.i'

.

S

wrecked at en early hour Saturday'
morning a short distance cast of the
point where the Colorado and South"
ern tracks cross those or the Santa'
Fe, a mile from the center of Trini
dad. Engine 1867,' one of the big
hauling a westbound Call- furnia freight, took 'the derail about
a hundred feet east of the Colorado
and .Southern crossing, throwing the
huge machine over on its side in the
ditch, followed by a freight car, which
was badly damaged.
The car was
loaded with plumbers' supplies, which
had to be, transferred to another. The
locomotive does not appear to be
badly damaged, as It sank into a bed
of dirt.
A short temporary track had to be
built around the wreck to allow the
passage of trains and the steam wreck- Ing outfit summoned from La Junta!
before any effort could bo made to
clear the track. Trains were slightly
delayed. No one was hurt and the:
financial loss will not be heavy. Thej
blame for the - wrtik has not been)
,
placed.
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What the Wlorning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.
Advertising in the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

newspaper.
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Nye's ten show tonight. '
Colonists Are Coining.
The colonist rates which went into
I Tii' prcmrnt mplnymrnt getting ta be
effect September 1 on the Santa Fe, lltttlrnhlaf
Hiid Hnrl HttMwr & tmur kl urn.
Salt Lake and Southern Pacific, arP !lng Journal hip aili.
"'
bringing homeseekers and sightseer.)
''
to the Pacific coast by scores and hun- prm.ICATIOV.
NOTICE
FOR
dreds. The roads are offering the ex- - Department of tht Interior, IJinJ Office, nt
ceptlonally low rate of $50 from New
8nta Fe, New Mexico.' Auitut 1, 1907.
York, or $37 from Chicago, and thi3
Notlre li herehy given" that Juan Anto11
han
proving most attractive to inose nio Uurule, of Old Albuquerque, N.
Hied
notice of bia Intention to. make final
or
pleasure
who desire to seek profit
r
proof
eupport
of
in
hla
claim,
vt.i
west,
golden
Mn the
Entry. No. 11,461. made May li,
The colonists have been passing Homeetead
1S07. for the N
BW4, .SKH 8WÍ4 HW14.
tnrougn nere since v ennesuay.
SEttSee. 18, Townnhlp lo'N, Range 2 W. and
All sorts nnd conditions of people that laid proof wilt be made before 11. W. S.
rates. Otero. United State Court Commissioner at
are taking advantage of the-loMost of them, however, are people Albuquerque. N. M . on October t. 1907.
He names the following witnesses to prove
who are seeking to establish homes tn
continuous residence upon,, and cultlva- the Golden state. Many of the coin- - his
Hon of, the land, vis: Cipriano Sanchas, of
nlsU are Europeans, who are so new- Pajarito.
N. M. Felipe Herrera, of Atrlsoo.
ly come from the land of their na- X. M. ; Ellas
Chaves, of Albuquerque, N. M.
tivity that they have not yet cast aside (lubrlel Chaves,
of Albuquerque, N. M.
its language, customs and manner of
MANUEL, R. OTKKO.
'

,

'

g
synonymous with conscientious painstaking,
service. Service mark yoíi for when a. Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will see that your advertisements are placed in suitable positions tflat, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising a
mighty factor in making money for you.

It is

result-producin-

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field the most representative homes of
Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Journal Is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.
If you

are not advertising

LOSING

not saving

in

the Morning Journal, you are

money.

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.
'

don't argue!

,j

Don't infer!
Try it!

j

'
.

tlve-y.a-

Cielltiqtierciue tl'iornltiglournal

You

are

Invited.

free

tonight

,

Keglater.

Mineral Water ettres and preThe colonist rates will be In effect
for a month und In that time thou- vents Hllllouioew. Ask your grurer for U.
to
will
the
have been drawn
sands
coast by them.
Xye's tent show tonight,
Iidfeii
free.
Hunch of Itad Accidents.
Three men employed by the Santa
MOUNINO JOI'KNAl, WANT AD8
Fe were the victims of painful acciBltl.NO RESULTS
dents Saturday In San llernardino.
John Leverage, a machinist employed at the car shops, was probably Try a Morning Journal Want Ad
the most seriously Injured of any of
the men.
MEIMKDW0MEI1
He was holding a bar of Iron which
Use Bf tí for hnaatnral
repounding
was
Into
the
brother
his
Ohraal 4 '
Iriita'teus ur ulceration!
quired shape with a sledge hammer.
st h tlrtoiui.
of Hiuoons niambrtuM
ChuHh. ' rsKtlMB,
The bur broke under the blown nnd
and cot
iraümCHEMieit"g. jreot or roUonoiik jMina
a piece struck Leverage In the foreOIMWIIq,0f
oíd hj slrigclsta,
head, while another piece struck him
i o.' wot la jUln rtiw
in the center of the upper lip, puncturing It and cutlng a hole through
which could be seen his teeth, He
7Tu'rV' fireV.. muí IsuwV
Tal-rint- fl

t

I

and Fans are Satis-

:t:i

ts

i

II. (VHelllv. ro. Wl,S.)t .AHow- II
to l.xlst iu Albuquerque.
"There will N no more catarrh in
Albuquerque," sa v . J H. O'Reilly Co.,
"unless people f ill to follow
the law of
' '
common sense."
J. ,11. O'Reilly Co. make this state- ment because of the great success'
that has followed the use df 'Hyom.'i
in the treatment
nt catarrhal trou- hies
So positive Is this treatment 'n
olii'k relief and permanent cure that
J. H. O'Reilly Co. sell it under an ab-- 1
solute guarantee to refund the money
If It does nut Co all that Is claimed
for !.
There Is no other treatment or medicine for catarrhal troubles that Is at
all like Hyomel. Tt follows nature's
plan In curing disease of the throat
and lungs by bringing healing medicaRescued From llox ("nr.
A 'man named Robert Smith was tion right to the very snot where the
germs exist. With tills treatreleased from a box car In the Santa disease
health-fdvln- g
balsams
Fe '"','ls In San llernardino Saturday ment,breathed through oilsa and
neat pocket
He claimed to havo been ?r
every
omnr,
wan
comes
mat
ner
shut UP in the car for three days
that every breath you take while
without food or drink. According to'
Whe man's story he was stranded In uslnK Hyomel Is a breath of healing
('ltv, without money or!alr- Tt kll!s D" catarrhal germs and
Kansas
Ifrlends, and 'being anxious to get to prevents their growth, so that the
California, climbed into o box car cure Is thorough und permanent,
that Hyomel Is sold
bound for the coast. After he was lprRemember
a guarantee to .cost nothing unless
the door was shut and bolted
If you have any catarrhal
!. ,l th..ra un... tin wnv for Smith to sret It cures.
of.
lout. The car he was In was dropped trouble, you should' Ulyi advantage
'
!.
in the yards and A. H. Mulvane.iJ. H. O'Reilly Co. liberal lffer.
'the Santa Fe station master, chanced
l
FRAMING.
ARTISTIC t'ICTlilJE ,
to hear the man's cries and released
prison, RFASONAIU.K 1M5ÍCFK. SHOWFIJ.
him from his involuntary
&
KKMMEH STUDIO, 31 1 a
Smith's emaciated condition bore out
'
'
AVE. '
the story of his sufferings.

d ress.

LAWYERS SHOULD
KNOW THAT
The Morning Journal lia the best
Trinidad Baseball Team Found equipped
printing office In the southa
west. Hrief and transcript work
the; Spiting Spirit in ; Alb- specialty
Lawyers denlrlng
uquerque

y; ...

will be forced to eat from a tube far'
'
some lime.
Frank A. Paddock: Jr., who Is
twenty years of age,-waat work in
the coach shop when hemet with his. If
accident, lie was engaged in painting the upper part of a coach when
the ladder on which he was standing
slipped, hurling him to ihe ground.
He struck on his face, cutting a long
and deep gash in his .lower lip and
badly bruising and scratching his face
and body.
C. Garcia, a track laborer employed
in the yards, had an unfortunate encounter with a hand car. In soma
unaccountable manner his right hand
became caught under the car and the
thumb was split open and gutted. The
injury will keep him from work, for
,
some time.

;

Lndles absolutely
Nye's tent show.

ALBUQUERQUE

.Mexico,.

While the Golden state limited, 'NÍ.
northbound out of El Paso Sunday
night, was running at the rate of
forty-fiv- e
miles an hour. In an attempt to make up lost lime, a hrake
beam on the tank dropped and six
cars of the eight which made up the
train were hurled from the' track and
overturned. No one was Injured.
The derailment occurred at mile
post CI, four miles south of Escondida, N. M.. at 8 o'clock Sunday night,
two hours after the train had pulled
out of the Union station In El Paso.
The engine, 137, was derailed, but
later again put on the track. The
engineer of the derailed train was
W. J. Collins, 309 St. Louis street,
and the conductor, William Peterson,
of 20 North Florence street, El Paso.
The wrecker was sent out nt 10:10
from Carizoao, and it was expected
that the wreck would be cleared twelve
hours after the wrecker arrived at the
scene of the derailment. Superintend
ent Morris, of the eastern division,
was In his car attached to No. 2.
which Is south of the wreck. Trainmaster Rowe went out on the wrecker
from Carizozo. Train No. 2 was backed up to Turquoise,' fifty-fomiles
out from El Paso, It is estimated
y
thlrty-tlve
shoo-tlrail
of
that a
lengths will have to be quilt around
the wreck.
report from the wreck
A second
gives the following position of the
derailed cars: Sleeper orr track, upright, tourist turned over, diner partupright,
ly over, mail car standing
baggage car upright, chair car turned
over. Two Pullman curs remained on
the track. '
The break beam which caused the
derailment was found under th rear
trucks of the tank, after it had fallen
from the front trucks and had been
caught when the train stopped.

RECEPTION AND DINNER
TO SECRETARY TAFT

I!

THTCB
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The Saturday game was an easy one
for the Trinldads after' the seventh,
though it took them that long to begin scoring;.
Trinidad fans
The
watched t he bulletins both days and
after the Saturday game pandemonium broke loose here.

FALSE Til

GOES

Falling Brake Beam Causes a
Disastrous Derailment of the
Rock 'Island Flyer at;Escon!-dida- (

Metz.

CM

P7

III

STATE

124907.

here.
briefs printed as they should be and
on the hortest possible notlce-anat
the most reasonable figure, should call
or send their manuscripts to the Morn- ins Journal.
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That Trinidad ha,s discovered there

are other baseball fans outside

the

Colorado town, Is shown by the following comment from the Trinidad

s
tif Monday oh
the
two games between the Trinidad team

Chronicle-New-

and the lirowns here Saturday and
Sunday:
3
The Trinldads arrived ' home this
morning on the limited, tired but content with having taken one game and 1
enthusiastic over Ihelr treatment In
Albuquerque.
Cuptaln Webster stated this morning that In all of his experience of
baseball he had never met a nicer set
of gentlemen and of Elks than he
found at Albuquerque. The Trinidad
were royally treated from the time
they hit the cltv, the fans rooted Impartially fur them on tho grounds, and
was
counterfeit
Trinidad money
when It came to spending it in the
town. Manager O. A.,Mntson was especially courteous to the Trinidad
boys and , was largely instrumental In
making their visit a jileusant one.
The? Albuquerque spurts recognized
the Trinidad team In the way true
sportsmen should do It, und the people made an extra effort to leave the
Impression of Albuquerque on the
Trinidad boys a favorable one. ,,
Thi team will, work out tomorrow
preparatory (6' going ' to Pueblo on
Wednesday 'morning to play the
league team that afternoon. Captain
Webster has a very sore ankle, but
hope to be In the game Wednesday.
Owens plaved short yesterday, with
Oreen on second, and both were Invincible In their positions. Trinidad
men made but two errors yesterday,
Harper's and Sweet's being the only
ones registered.
Thereafter the Chronicle News gives
the following brief account of the
two games:
Trinidad won one nnd lost one on
their trip to Albuquerque, getting the
Saturday game bv a score of 7 to 3,
and losing the game yesterday by a
core of to 4.
Yesterday'g game was lost on errors. Trinidad outhlt the AJbuquer-qu- e
ttrowns nnd outplayed them with
the e'lftMHf the fatal, seriiPd
,

' vrnen

roHf!.y

errors

raft

cores and Trinidad was un.
to overconlo the lead, especially

In Xour
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Uhe Future Kaitroad Center

of

JebD Mexico

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, H. M., IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE' REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Helen Uofon and Improvement Company
CWOKK)BATnj

streets and avenues, retain the business
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and ot
Grounds,
Atchison.
directly
Railway
Fe
city
Depot
and
upon
center ot the new
The
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading (ts extensive depot grounds
the Santa
miles
long
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile
(capacity of 70
of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic. Harvey eating House, round house, coal
'
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
THE CITY OF BELEN has h population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen'Patent fcóHeVívlilís with its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc. It Is the
largest shipping point for floürr wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in New Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated. All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water is good and climate unsurpassed. Belen has a '$1 6,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots ottered are low In prices and terms easy. 0n third of purcfub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
tome eariy it you wisn 10 secure me cnoice iois, rcr Tunner paaicuiars ana prices or iois can in person or wnie to
4
Are

70-fo-

up-tod-

two-thir-

ate

ds

The Belen Towi and Improvement Company
JOHN ISECKB'R. President
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THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
LEON HERTZOG. Mgr.

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet.

""'
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Dobson anil Frank Hubbell
from Santa Fe.
INTEREST returned lust night son
LOCAL ITEMS
of the popular
R. O. Matson. a
merchant at Laguna,' arirved In the
city last night.
j. 1. Carpenter, superintendent of
the American Lumber company at
Ketner. arrived in the city last night.
In the event that you should not re- Alisa Aline Hixler left yesterday afreive your mornintf paper telephone
ternoon for Pulaski, Tenn., to resume
the Pwtal Telegraph Cumpa J. fivlnc
will
papar
tha
name and addresa and
her musical studies at Martin colV.

K.

Of

lege.

1

Thomas F. Morrin, formerly

HIED

IB

IIP

furniture.

Fe.

The Woman's Relief corps will
camp fire at
have an
the Redmen's hall. Kverybody Invited.
The Ministers' Alliance of Albuquerque, at a recent meeting, adopted resolutions against the holding of funerals on Sunday.
Mrs. J. H. Tlefenbrun, of St. Ixuls.
is In Albuquerque, the guest of her
sister. Mrs. Joe Klehards, of 411
South A rno street.
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa and children, who
have been visiting ill Albuquerque for
several days, returned to their home
in Santa Fe yesterday.
Assislant t'nlted States Attorney K.
L. Medler has returned from Santa
Fe, where I'nited States court has been
In session for severa', days.
T
Tl Fen tier has returned af
ter a visit to friends In southern California. Mr. Fenner is expected here
the latter part of September.
John Molltar and sister have gone
to New York, whence they will sail
y
for Europe und their old home In
for a visit of six months.
K. Párela, of San Rafael, Valencia
county, was In the city yesterday, accompanying his two daughters to
Santa Fe, where they are to enler
school.
A regular business meeting of the
'r- Lililíes Aid society ni me i
tional church will be held this a f ter- i
noon ai o o cor. ...

SMASH
Wreck in the Desert Holds Up
For
Santa Fe Train No, 4
Eighteen Hours; Much Track
Torn Up,
The Chicago limited, enstbound, due
here Tuesday night al 5: 50 o'clock, arrived here yesterday at 12 o'clock,
eighteen hours and ten minutes behind time, on account of being delayed between San Bernardino and
li
I'll Mi. ii.hiv liv the wreck
oí the Los Angeles limited of the Salt
Lake route.
According to the passengers on
board the ilmlteil, the train left Los
Angeles on time, but was stopped after leaving Sun Hernardlno, at 2
Monday morning, waiting
o'clock
there till i o'clock Tuesday morning,
about nineteen hours late.
Luckllv No. 2. the Atlantic express,
had not lei l the Ansel City until after No. 4 had left the scene of the
trouble, it urived here at 4:35

ii-- j

(ler-man-

'

show you how the
ments, the fine tailoring, the fit and style, make them
the cheapest clothes for you to buy. The more you pay
We'

Junk Can
Go Up to Bear the Flaring
Advertising Horrors,

DISASTROUS

Old

Editor Morning Journal.
Kindly allow me a word with refer
ence to the effort being maue to ao
away with the bill boards so numerous within the fire limits of this city.
By all means they should go, and
not stand on the order of their going. They are unsightly and hideous.
wnicn
A relic of an earlier day,
Not only are
It Is well to forget.
they undesirable from an esthetic
standpoint, but they are a menace to
the surety (r the city. Located, sec-as
most of them are, In the business
tion of the town, within the Inner fire
limits, they are a dangerous nuisance.
If a citizen wishes to repair nis nen
coop against the coming cold he Is informed he must do so with cement
or brick. But lo! a bill board, littered
with the drying and clinging paper,
and receive
Is permitted to stand
again and again fresh accumulations
a ready pile for the careless match.
I wonder, noes tne cuy reany un
it has passed beyond the
derstand
cross-road- s
period? Albuquerque is
no longer a village. Whynouiu sucn
things be permitted?
There are proper ana more sanitary
and secure methods or advertising
than the dangerous bill boards within
the city limits. Why longer disfigure
the attractive streets of this city?
AN OBSERVER.
Albuquerque, September 11.
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Wall Paper!!

All kinds of coal and wood.
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Fall
Opening

ANTHRACITE

Co.

Lommori

7

I

First Street

alsea.

II

MIM.WOOI.
MOUNTAIN WOOD.

HrMt-elas-

TEED AND
I'trat Claaa Turnout at
BeuauDabtif Ratea.

Telephone

Fine Registered Angora Bucks

yo
powder to b etiaken Into the ehoaa. If
Aliena Koot-.- ..
hava tired aohlag feet, tr
or
new
It reata II feet and makea
tight ete.ee aaey. Curea ainina, awoltao feet
or an warn
Hellene cut He and tounlone
Try It today. Sold
glvea reel and eomfort.
Shoe
and
'"!,
"'
by all Druiglel .
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the
Samóle
,
sew
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FIRST CLASS

at
420 W. LEAD. AVE Phone 718
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Sorts of
txhibits are uommg in me

j

fr

v

O II 8 A, h E
I hava some hluh smde and rclatera4
Buelra fur aale, ranging la am from eighteen
Alan aonia hlch
utnttie to loor yearn.
gnule and reftitered doea. J'rlree glM oa
M. R. MnCKAKi,
applkstttun.
ew aiaxine.
Jlaa Marcial,

F

i.Nye'a tent show tonight, 10 and

cent.

aaasaiaBBBBsaa

Millinery opening at the EconMember
omist, this Thursday,
12lh, afternoon and evening. Music and souvenirs.
You are Invited.

Senator
Territorial
2
Harvev Klehards of Bun Marcial, who
Soyesterday,
Albuquerque
In
arrived
Notice.
corro county Is going lo have a great
I. Oenrae "hade, hereby
le nolloe to the
big fair on the last three daya of f.neral public that on and after this date.
this month.
September 1. I will mil be re.p'.nslble for
"Socorro county bus an enormous any debla cuntrai'tea ny my aun,
Shade. Jr.

u,'

IJCADING
Mall

order.

J , W. BENNETT
1M N. riMT T,

ilfeWELfcR. CENTIULy
flJU-d- .

eleetrle
In
the
mills
IMiwer
ttiuniry. Th latest nnirov.
Drop In and e It work, (iet
a IMiiuid of mr 2.1. 3S or iu- ceul MiKlia nml Java t onee.
Yes, we hlop at 40 lenla, If
iay loo
you lay mtre "ytiu
much.
One

of

il'io
cofTce

8d

pair work.

a.yoar,.f0,

HlAlHirARTr-

V

NAVAJO

1MIIA

A!U

-

KLAkMrn

KOI
ANU

MIXED,

UOOpa.

Pure Drugs.
A

I

NATIVE

Full Lin of Toilet Artlole
SECOND AND GOLD

V.

F. PAGEL, Proprietor.
COLLINS'

Work

I'rteea and

((iiktk.

H. HAHN&CO

THOS. F. KELEHER

Harnees, Saddle, Saddlery, Leather,
Findings, I'alnW.
lieforc buying examine our goodi and
COLLINS,
Proprietor.
H.
J.
prices and save mo::, y.
KAWT IHOS AVKMR.
lHONE 9tL 08 XnVT
CENTUAL AVENUE
litve mo m trlnl.
t'U.e

First

(limrnateed.

KINDI.INU.

TKLEl'IIONK 01.

Titv
HAND LAUNDRY,

Dniforu

Her lea.

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

WAGNER. HARDWARE CO.
Fourth and Central Avenue.

Successors to Albuquerque Hardware Co.
Dealers

Granite
;

In

Stoves ejnd Ranges

Herdwre,

We Carry a Full Line

Wacro---Crockery---Glixssvv-

aro

ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOR THE MECHANIC
We Have in Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop,
ALL' WORK ENTRUSTED TO US WILL RECEIVE OUR BEST ATTENTION.

ñ

a

ffñ

n h

rrra rv

Esa

Us

Butlness

I

y

y

u u
u
u ú u nj u
401, 403 North First Street..

WHOLESALE

HARDWARE

1

V

Grow-Mitbods

u

113, 115, 117 South First Street.

OrrOHITK rOBTOI'FICE.
STEVENS, EICHAR and CO.

Our

Cold Soda

finest

SPOT CASH STORE

Witch

CLEAN OAS COKE,
HMI'I III.NU COAIv

VANHNDRIJGCCX

HOOI

Everything carefully Hterlllzed.
sell the Liquid Head Rest.

'

Watch

FIRNACK,

STIUCTLT SANITARY

to

THE DIAMOND PALACE.

9

20

AMERICAN BLOCK,
CEKKILI.OH LIMP,
ANTHKACITK,

KIT,

UP TO DATE BARBER SHOP,
105 North First Street.

"""

All

County is Prospering,
Aren (I Ing

SERVICE

Vlllll A

Socorro Mari Says

FIRST CLASS TABLE BOARD

and

a

aaaBi

FOR CASH ONLY

Silver Avenue.
Half Block from Santa Fa Depot.
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.

N

r$''"

eilles wlin mué, n
.
ut t hamberlalii a Halve cured me.
m.
a
out
breaHa
torture. It
to what It used to
...Lh Midland City. Ala. Chamberlains
aaia r an mu.ei....
salva la.
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FOOT-EAS- E

COAL

Albuaueraue's Finest
European Hotel.

North Second Street

S.

1

WILL BE

FAIR

USE ALLEN'S

COUNTY'S

Albuquerque, New Mexico

LIV EH T BTABLE8

-t

P. Matteucci

Ma.rqvr.tte Avenue,

The HOTEL CRA1GE

W. L. TRIMBLE & COMPANY
LIVERY,

Z

Morning Journal Want Ads

HINDI. 1N().

ii

1

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

BLOCK.

AMERICAN

n

llii-lne- ss

at the

i.

THUNB

,

..,.,

Hew Stock Just Received

JOHN S. BEAVEN.

j

'Ifíij

BEER

BOTTLED

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.

Clarkville
Coal Yard

b

Steward-Lam-

,

I

r

Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

passenger
n.ent of the eastbound
Stated convocation of Rio Grande- nin , an() t(J clear the wreckage n
Destroyed at Fifth and Nw
evenM.,
A.
this
4,
H.
Chapter, No.
w,.,.t.kln(, ,.r,.w worked all night Mon- - Tent
In
Lunoh
Atenué BluM"
York
companion
Visiting
p.
m.
8
lug at
(,
Counter.
B yordcr of H. P.; Harry;
welcome.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,
Braun, acting secretary.
No. 8 arrived here on time last
8
o'clock,
run's
game
till
not
leave
did
night,
ball
two
but
liase
made
A double hender
i::tll In 10;00 I. M.
The fire department
will be pluywd Sunday afternoon be- on account of a hot Journal on one of vesterdav. one in the afternoon to put
tween the Socorro team and the Pá- the passenger cars.
out a fire In a lunch counter on North
last night to ex- relas and Gerónimo teams of Altiu-qm- r.
First street, and tnone
used
formerly
10.
No.
Business car
a tent on New York
The first game w ill be called at
by I. L. Hibbard. general superintend..' . U . .
F,f h str(ipt
&
1:45 o'clock.
"f tne 'ol,d lines, but recently as - ti A tent In the rear or tne nome o, A.
itnt
111
North
of
S.
Ostenhoff
O.
Mis.
nupngeneiui
Miarp,
night
to
'slgneU
v.
ll.
St.
K..n,.nii xireet. who has been at
lulu T.vv was set on fire last
DKAI.K.KS IN
Itltenoent or tne western grunu oivi- - v.,, inUnmrn nnrtles. and when til
Joseph's sanitarium for the past week slon
I
No.
delayed
on
artived
here
scene
tne
tne
confire department reached
suffering from appendicitis, is
It left for La Junta last tent was in ruins.
Groceries and Provisions
valescent and expects to return to her vesterdav.
8 with Mr. Shurpe and
on
No.
night
wiring started a tire on
Defective
home during the week.
on board.
the roof of n building 107 North First
Seymour Lewlnson returned yester- party
street, used by Gracomelll Bros., yes
N. M..
day morning from Jeineg.
clerk,
has
night
Allen,
chief
T.
I.
The lire depart t'RKHII AM) HALTKI MKATs). UNKSI
of
the
In
Interest
the
went
where he
resigned, to take effect soon. He will terday afternoon.
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lMI'OKTMi CANSir.il
L. B. Putney grocery house, which re- be succeeded by Mr. Thorne, formerly ment was Calleil OUl anu succeeueuloss
The
the blaze.
extinguishing
cently acquired the business of R. night chief clerk at Abajo.
amounted to $25.
I'll Is at that place. John Premian,
323 S. Second St. Phone 791
formerly stenographer In the Putn-- y
of the
W. K. Ktter. superintendent
placed
wholesale house here, has been
here DOWNFALL OF FORMER
returned
Rio Grande division,
in charge at Jeme..
yesterday from a trip to Kl Paso.
UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR THE NEW CRYSTAL THEATER
Will C. Barnes, formerly secretary
sanitary
cattle
Mexico
K. McMahon, trainmaster of the
of the New
J.
Manager.
I. II.120CxmiMEH,
i,,,i,riL and now supervisor of grac third district of the New Mexico diviWest (.old Ave,
ing in th forestry service. Is in the sion, arrived here last night from Las Seeks Shelter In Police Slat Ion: He
I'lntls Ills Son Aifiincil Thief
cltv for a few days on business in con-K.-' Vegas.
In Next Cell.
Devoted exclusively to Modern Vaudenectlon with his duties. Captain
cattle
(
ville, will open
Autln, president of the charge
TRAFFIC WAS BRISK
board, has taken temporary
desperChicago. Sept. 10. Driven
office,
with Miss
of the secrtary's
IN STOLEN BIKE ate by his poverty and alleged refusal MONDAY EVENING SEPT. 16.
Vegas, as
lllaiKhe Itothgeb, of
of his relatives to shelter him, J. L.
ti tH Im( h n t
Vanhenert. formerly professor at the
K. Gleckier, the well known dai3
Done With Ma- fnlverslty of Chicago, applied at 3
THREE SHOWS DAILY
ll Sorls of
ryman and rancher, yesterday brought
askchine for TIhii oí Which I'rnnU Hyde I'ark police station today,
every
afternoon.
2:30
to the Morning Journal oflice a eralIn
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ing that he be sent to the hospital at
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2
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Albuquerque. Mr. Kasterday. another
placed In a cell, Vanhenert
Commencing at
When
who has been very successful in raiscounty
Frank Jollv was sent ti the
f,.im,l that locked In an adjoining cell
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vesterdav bv Justice of the
he had been
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that
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These
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open 30 minutes earlier.
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a belter melon than the Bock y Ford Jolly took the bicycle, according to KHKnuu.i ..i
using the name of J.
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was released from
X: (juossin since
the Rio Grande valley.
it to a second hand dealer named the university.
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Had Tettor for Thirty Tears. thirty
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$17.50

for Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes the more you get.

-

-

gar-

these

de--

on china finds full exemplification in the
many ornate designs It's our pride to exhibit.
Costs you nothing to see this artistic display; but we say frankly that looking generally ends In buying. Real china beauties
are our dinner sets of 100 pieces. The price
will amaze you when you see a fine Austrian pattern for

Then come to us.
all wool quality of

are

beds, from, our magnificent stock of bedroom

Decorative Art

II

-

signs and sizes cither single, double or twin
.

'

Marx make.

.

,

at the ame time when
yojr brasa enameled bed from the many

to examine them whether you want to purchase or

&

CHICKEN COOPS MUST
BE OF BRICK OR CEMENT

manufactured,

you, chooae

Make up your mind that you want to pay a little more for
clothes this fall; and that you must have Hart Schaff-ne- r

BILLBOARDS

.

Freah air, comfort and cleanllneaa

at our store and reflected in our big
We can prove to you that better clothes

not.

brasa beds that are

elaborate, and handnorn

have never been shown in this city and cordially invite

PLEA AGAltlST

BY But Any Kind of

of hygienic perfection than In the

ception

Now on exhibition

you

rooma can ehow no higher con-

in sleeping

now being

h STR0I1G

HERE IS

Modern Furnishings

Fall Suits and Top Goats
show windows.

with

I

cnurcn-

Stock In the 'Southwest

i

i

,

'

,f

FIRST DISPLAY OF

TO OUR

To ba Happy
you muat hava good health. Tou can't have
your llvier" la not doing It'e
goo healttvill
duty alow but aura polaonlng la going on all
BaltlM tima under auch clrcumstancee.
lard's Herbine makes a perfectly healthy
right
bowela
and
kaepa
stomach
tha
liver
and acta aa a tonic tor the entire aystem.
Sold by J. li. O RIelly Co.

'

P. F. McCanna. has accepted a position with the Santa Fe Oold and Copper company at San Pedro.
In making a run to the tire at New
T. S. Hubbell was a visitor in Santa
York avenue and Fifth street last
Fe yesterday.
nlitht the brass cap of one of the
Hon. Neil B. Field was a passen.'r wheels
off.
of the hose wairon fell
to Santa Ke yesterday, returning home The firemen made a search for the
last night.
leap last night but failed to recover
Nestor Montoya. editor of La Ban- It. The finder should return it to the
dera Americana, is In Santa Fe on a department at once.

business trio.
The regular meeting of the Albuquerque Klks was held last night in
ttie Klks' lodge room.
Attorney Harry M. Dougherty, of
Socorro, was a visitor In the city yesterday on his way to Santa Fe.
President W. P. Johnson, of the
American Lumber company, has returned from a business trip to Santa

'

The liargost Wiimlier of Rugs
In

than for years. The mining industry
is raoving ahead rapidly, and on tha
whole, the country has never been In
more prosperous condition."
Mr. Rhlchards spent tne aay nere,
returning home last night.

216 West Central Avenue.
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Friday and Saturday only.

by a aparta)
Telcpbooa M.

Mill

.

i

1907.

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 12,

JOURNAL,

MORNING

territory to draw from for an occasion
of thi kind." said Mr. Klehards. "The
Btock industry is second to that ot
PARENTS TAKE NOTICE live
no other county In the territory, and
stock show should be a dandy.
Now that school is about to begin, the
Socorro people are working hard
The
strong
good
children need
shoe. Our
1 am sure will have a big crowd
tutea are made to stand the and
a very creditable entertainment.
rough usage tluU children give them. and"Socorro county Is very prosperous
every
pair.
govt
with
guarantee
tUur
this year. The sheep have done bet
We will give a .wlal discount of 10 ter than ever, prices lor wool were
cent on all of our scliool ahoea for good and prices for lambs are higher
l-

be delivered
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Ammunition; Mail orders Solicited.
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